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1- INRODUCTION 
In this paper our objective is to formulate a general "Shimura 
Correspondence" and to give some evidence for its validity. The concept of 
the "Shimura Correspondence" is based on a correspondence discovered by 
G. Shimura between modular forms of half-integral weight and those of 
integral weight and which was announced by him in 1972 at the Antwerp 
Conference on "Modular Forms in One Variable." Shimura formulated his 
results in terms of L-functions. A different method, based in theta 
functions, was found a little later by T_ Shintani and was developed further 
by S. Niwa. These results were reformulated in terms of the so-called 
"metaplectic groups," in this case double covers of adelic groups of the 
types  SL 2 and GL2, by S. Gelbart and I. I. Piatetski-Shapiro. For the 
general concept of a metaplectic group the reader may be referred to [11, 
0.1, 0.2]. Gelbart and Piatetski-Shapiro separated the correspondence into 
local and global parts and using the methods of Shimura and Shintani n a 
representation-theoretic context obtained some very sharp results. 
The methods of Shimura and Shintani are quite closely related. A quite 
different approach was initiated by Y. Flicker in [5]. This method is based 
on a comparison of characters to describe the local correspondence. It is 
not entirely equivalent to the other methods and comparing the two J.-L. 
Waldspurger has found some very interesting results. 
We shall be concerned here exclusively with this latter method. What is 
particularly significant about it, is that it is much more general in that 
Flicker was able to formulate and prove a correspondence for arbitrary 
n-fold metaplectic overs of GL2(F) where F is a local field with 
Card #n(F)= n (with /~,(F)= {( e U:  ( "= 1 }). This he proved by a global 
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method, the Selberg trace formula, and he was also able to prove a global 
result. 
One can regard the Shimura correspondence in two different ways. The 
first is to consider it as "reducing" the classification of representations of 
metaplectic groups to that of the ordinary groups. An example of this is 
given in [11, 1.5] where a potential correspondence is used to analyse the 
set of Whittaker models for representations of the metaplectic groups. The 
alternative point of view, realised, for example, in Waldspurger's studies of 
special values of L-functions of modular forms, is that the Shimura 
correspondence gives a richer structure to the representation theory of the 
ordinary groups. In this it plays a role analogous to that of the Adams 
operations in the representation theory of finite groups. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with formulating a "generalised 
Shimura Correspondence" for metaplectic overs of GLr(F) where r is 
arbitrary and F is a local field of characteristic zero. After some necessary 
preparations which are given in Sections 1-3 a formulation is given at the 
end of Section 4. Our formulation is somewhat unsatisfactory for reasons 
described in Section 4. The point to this is that the formulation is "uncon- 
ditional" is a sense which is not true of the results of Sections 5 and 6. The 
preparatory material consists of a study of orbital integrals for the 
metaplectic group which is based on the work of M. F. Vign6ras in 1-22, 
23] which we merely restate in Section 1, of a study of spherical fuctions 
for the metaplectic group given in Section 3 and of a method of lifting con- 
jugacy classes from a group to its metaplectic overs. This is based on 
K-theoretic onsiderations and is given in Section 2. The last two sections 
are devoted to proving Theorem 6.1 which is a conditional form of a 
special case of the Shimura correspondence. In this context "conditional" 
means that we have to assume the validity of a conjecture taken from [10] 
which has ostensibly little connection with the theory of metaplectic 
groups. Its validity is supported by the Langlands philosophy and certain 
special cases are proved in [10]. This conjecture is of a purely local nature. 
Using it and the Selberg trace formula we can prove Theorem 6.1 which 
describes which representation f the metaplectic group corresponds to the 
trivial representation of the ordinary group. The method which we are 
forced to follow is rather circuitous. 
After these preparations we formulate the generalized Shimura 
correspondence in Section 4. In Section 5 we make various preparations 
necessary for the proof of Theorem 6.1 which we have already mentioned. 
In.particular we discuss the conjecture which we accept from [10] and 
also, briefly, the archimedean case of the conjecture. Finally in Section 6 we 
use the Selberg trace formula and some ideas from [1] to prove 
Theorem 6.1. 
The results described here are intimately related to those discussed in 
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[-11]. We shall carry over notations and conventions from [11]. As 
indicated above F shall be a non-archimedean local field, char (F)= 0, 
card/~,(F) = n. We shall write G for GLr(F) and G for G {c) as constructed 
in [ 11, 0.1 ]. We shall have to refer frequently to the details of the construc- 
tion given there. We shall also later have reason to refer to the represen- 
tations V((o) and Vo((O) defined in [1, 1.1, 1.2]. 
1. ORBITAL INTEGRALS 
In this section we shall recall the basic properties of orbital integrals on 
G and G. Almost all of the material we need is due to M_ F. Vign6ras [22, 
23]. However, her notations and point of view are quite different from 
those adopted here, and so we shall reformulate the results, referring the 
reader to [22, 23] for the proofs. 
Let X(G) (resp. X((~)) be the set of conjugacy classes of G endowed with 
the quotient opology. Neither X(G) nor X(G) is Hausdorff; we shall next 
describe the topology on these spaces. Note that the covering map p 
1 ,12.(F ) i )~  P ,G  ,1 
yields a map, also denoted by p, 
p: X(Cr) ~ X(G), 
and that this is a #~(F)-bundle in the sense that/~,(F) acts on X(G) preser- 
ving the fibres. It is not principal. 
In both X(G) and X(~) let X°(G) and X°(~) be the subset of closed 
points. These are the semisimple conjugaey classes. The semisimple con- 
jugacy classes in G are characterized by their characteristic polynomials 
and hence X°(G) is Hausdorff. We shall see later (as a consequence of 
Proposition 1.3) that X°(~) is also Hausdorff. 
Let T be the set of conjugacy classes of maximal tori in G. Let ,~r(G) be 
the image of T~ T in )t°(G). Then, if T is represented by t, and if W(t) is 
the Weyl group of t, the set )~r(G) is the quotient of T by W(t)_ This is 
itself a Hausdorff space in the quotient opology and this topology and the 
subspace topology inherited from ,g°(G) agree. One can also represent 
X°(G) as Ur~x X°r(G) - Note that this union is not disjoint. But in this case 
the injections X°r(G)qX°(G), although continuous, are not open. The 
topology on X°(G) is generated by certain sets of the form U T~ x UT, where 
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Ur is a neighbourhood of x in T. We can likewise decompose X°(G) as 
0r~T )f°r(G) where J~r((~)=p I()#r(G)). We shall see below that X°(G) is 
also a Hausdorff space. 
By the Jordan decomposition to any x ~ X(G) one can ascribe a unique 
element of X°(G), which will be denoted by r(x) so that 
r(x)~. 
Here Y means the closure of {x}. Let A(x)= r L(x) for any x E X°(G). This 
is a finite set and we construct he following partial order ~< on A(x), 
x<~y if x~jT. 
With respect o this order x is the minimal element of A(x). There is also a 
maximal element; it is the regular element with semisimple part x in the 
sense of Steinberg [21]. One has that x ~y  and y ~< x imply that x =y.  
To describe this in more detail we choose x eX°(G) and 7eG 
representing x. Let A(x) be the isomorphism class of the F-algebra 
generated by 7 in Mr(F) (the algebra of r x r matrices over F; we denote its 
unit by L). This is abelian and hence can be identified with a direct sum of 
fields 
A(x)~- ® E. 
Ec  A(x) 
E~ F, rnaxirn al 
From this follows that the centralizer of 7 in Mr(F) is 
@M,x(e)(E), 
where rx(E) are positive integers, and 
rx(E)" [E:F] = r, 
Suppose that 7 corresponds to (¢(E)) in ®E, and hence to 
in @Mrx(e)(E). Suppose E1 and E2 are two F-isomorphic subfields of A(x) 
such that, in A(x), El"E2 = 0. Let 
0: E 1 ~ E2 
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be an F-isomorphism. Then 
O(~,~(E1)) -~ ~_ x(E2)- 
The centralizer of ~, in GLr(F) = G is then isomorphic to 
H GLr(E)(E) • 
Now, let Part (p) denote the set of partitions of a natural number p. Let 
y ~ A(x). Then y is represented by Vu = uy for some unipotent u. As u com- 
mutes with 7 it can be considered as a unipotent element of ]-[GLrx(E)(E), 
and thereby also as 1-IuE where uE is unipotent in GLr,(E)(E). Moreover, 
again using the Jordan normal form, ue can be conjugated into a product 
of Jordan blocks. Let these be of size af,..., as(E)E, respectively. Then 
(af,..., ag(E) is a partition of rx(E) which we denote by ~e(Y) ~ Part (r(E)). 
If ~ = (a~ >i a2 >1 "'" >~ a~), [3 = (bl >>- b2 ~ "'" ~ bin) are partitions of p we 
say that c~ ~< fl if al ~< bl, al + a2 ~< bl + b2 ..... It is easy to see that xa ~< x 2 if 
and only if z~E(Xl)~< ~E(x2) for all E. Thus we see that the partially ordered 
set A(x) is isomorphic to 
H Part (r~(E)). 
Note that the order on Part (p) is different from, and indeed not com- 
parable with, that used in [-24]. 
We now apply this to complete an investigation begun in [11, 0.1 ]. For 
x E X(~) let 
#(x) = {~ 6 #~(F): ~x=x} 
(cf. the discussion in [ 11, 0.1 ] ). 
Let dx(E) be the greatest common divisor of the elements of ~E(x). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) One has that p(x)= {1} if and only if for each E 
with r~(E) # 0 one has 
ix (E )  A21-2c e E × ,~(as(E),,), 
where 
Ax = H NE/F (~x(E) ) r ' (E )  " 
E 
(ii) I f  ~ E #.(F) and 
x<y,  x<~y 
"(G"' '~ "' ,7/)) 
oq (x)~t uot3pz~d oq~ ~o'1 "~,L ql!~ s~ol~lnm 
-uaoo zop!suoo ,~Iuo poou om (x)r/olndtuoo ~ snq£ I ~I~eOI o s! O u.~ a! q~!A~ 
~utlntmuoo luotuoIo luolodtun e pmz L jo D u! ~ol~lntutuo9 oqI 'sluotuolo 
luo:~od.tun pue ~£ ,{q poleaouo~ s! 3n jo aOZ!lealuoo oq:l E'I etumo"I ,~q uoqI 
(x)eaz uo!lg.~ed oql ,(q poq.uosop (J)(~)~TD ut snare Lqds oq~ oq ~£ lo'-I 
• ~tmuoI oql jo jooM oql sololdtuov s!q£ "(~b) m I pue (~b) aoSI 
jo :~onpoM ~oo~!p.~tuos e ~ (A){']~mV pue luo~od!un ,fi~eOlO s! iou.~o~t slI 
! 
(d)¢m7D L[ *-- (A)~'lnv :~b 
mstqd~omotuoq OAt:too.flns ~ U!~lqo o~ojo.~oq~ OA~ pug (A£ w ~A + ~ ~A)f'A 
jo tustqdaotuolng ue os[~ soonpu! A jo ms!qd~oulom~-[l]d V 
"(I) u°9!s°dtu°°°P oql su.mlqo ouo (A£ ~A + ~-~A)fA 
jo s.tsgq g ~utplo!d ~A ~ 0a '(0a) U0A!~ t[I0S:IOAUO o dllS~O )tgaqo u~g otto s.tqL 
"(A£ W'A + ~ ~A)fA jo s!seq e tuaoj ((!)u ..... E 'I =./) #a pue *A a~'a uaq, L
"{O=GL IA ~x} =~A 
loq Did zoAo soinpoua jo ,(~ooql oql dq 
(j)/O)J ~'~ D]J 
I-f ! 
(~) "~ D]J ® ® =A O)u 
maoj oql 
u! A ol!a~ u~o o~ ~o N "(A )EzlJlnv ~ (~)IA 37o Z u0qi .spio q a2 = a~ q0!qA~ 
uo oinpom-[l]d e s~ Iensn se A p:mffoa OAk A jo ms!qdaomopuo luolodl!u 
e oq £ lo I pu~ ooeds ~o~ooA-j I~uotsuotu!p o~!u~ ~u~ oq A lo"I fO°dd 
"~d bll. Ogd09 dof 
(d)~TO ~LI~(n)z/1/(n)z UOZl£ "(n)z fo lVS!pva luolod!un all1 aq (n)zFl la 7 
"uaZ!lWluas sl! aq (n)z la l put2 lualod!un aq (d)~7D ~ n la 7 Z'! v~ta'-I 
• ~osousI I~ 
ol polqopu! ale o~ qo!q,~ aoj '~mmo I ~u!~oilo J oql poou oA~ (!) "fooad 
"X~ = X 
ua~p d amos aof 
Nosaa~±va any Nvanzvx 991 
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Let q be the element of 
GLr~(E)(E) 
which is 1 except in the Eth factor, where it is 
fl in thejth factor of TE 
and 
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1 in the other factors. 
Then, by [11, Proposition 0.1.5], the commutator of ~ with r/is 
oe (ix(E), fl)~af ' (Ax, (Nil),)~+2c. 
The commutator is taken with respect o the restriction of the covering 
1 ~ I~. (F )~GoG~ 1 
to 
[ ]  GL,x(E)(E). 
This commutator is, by the functoriality of the Hilbert symbol, equal to 
(~(E)_~ Alx+ 2c ' fl)af 
E"  
This is equal to 1 for all j and fl if and only if 
(~x(E) -1 A~+ 2c)~(~  E~- 
from which the assertion follows. 
(ii) This is, in our terminology, [-22, 3.1]. 
As in the case of X(G) one can define the corresponding subset X°(~) of 
X((~), the corresponding map r and the corresponding partially ordered set 
A(x) for x~X°(~). In this case the existence of r is a consequence of 
Proposition 1.1 (ii) for if Xo ~< x and ~Xo ~<x one would have Xo ~< x and 
x0 ~< ( -  ~x and consequently 
X 0 ~ ~ -- 1Xo 
or  
X 0 ~ ~X 0. 
Here xo is chosen from p-~(r(p(x))). Thus A(xo) contains a minimal 
element xo but need not contain a maximal element. The restriction of p 
yields a surjective map 
p: A(xo) ~A(p(xo)) 
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and the fibre at p(x) is a #(Xo)/#(x) principal homogeneous space. Note 
that as a simple consequence of Proposition 1.1 (ii) one also has 
if x<~ y then #(x)~#(y). 
Th continuity properties of x ~/~(x) are not easy to describe in general. 
We shall, however, need the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let x • X°(G). Then there exists a neighbourhood U of 
x such that for all u • U 
u(u) = u(x). 
The inclusion here may be strict. The result can fail if x would be in 
X(~) -  j(o(~). One can interpret his proposition as saying that X°(G) is 
Hausdorff, a result first proved in [23, 3.5]. 
Proof Since #,(F) is a cyclic group we need only prove the statement 
when #(x)= 1 since we can reduce the general case to this one by exponen- 
tiation. 
Note also that we only need to prove the assertion for u eX°(G)c~ U 
since for other u we can apply the monotonicity of u noted above. 
Consider now 7 • G representing p(x). Since there are only finitely many 
extensions of a (non-archimedean) local field of characteristic 0 of given 
degree one deduces that there exists a neighbourhood U1 of y such that for 
all semisimple 6• U1 the algebra in M~(F) centralizing 6 is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of that centralizing 7. Correspondingly there exist finitely many 
groups /"1,-.-, f't SO that the centralizer of 6 is isomorphic to one of the Fj_ 
Suppose/"1 is the centralizer of V; then we can realize the other Fj as sub- 
groups of F 1, and F l can be regarded as a subgroup of G. We can split U1 
as U U~ i) so that the centralizer of 6 • U~ i) is Fi. From the construction 
above one sees that the centre of F1 is contained in each Fj, and also that V 
can be thereby considered as an element of Fj for each j. We can also 
assume that U is sufficiently small that 6 lie in a given neighbourhood of 7- 
The condition that #(x)= {1} is, by Proposition 1.1 (i) that 
det (y)-1-2c should be an nth power in the centre of F1. As the centre of 
F, contains that of F1, the same condition is satisfied in Fi, and clearly also 
in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 7 in the centre of F~. By choosing 
U small enough we can therefore assume the condition is also satisfied for 
6, and hence, again by Proposition 1.1 (i), 
if p(u) is represented by 6. This proves the proposition, 
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We shall now begin to consider orbital integrals on G and G. 
Let T as above be the set of conjugacy classes of maximal tori in G; we 
can regard T also as the set of groups which can be embedded as maximal 
tori in G. To each Te  T we can ascribe a covering 
I~ . (F )  i ~ P 'T~I  
the class of which does not depend on the embedding. The set of all such 7" 
we denote by I". On each Te  T (resp. ] 'e  I") we choose a Haar measure 
(resp. 
f o fTf(t) dvt 
f ~ fzf(t) dTt). 
Let W(T) be the Weyl group of T in G; up to an inner automorphism this 
also does not depend on the embedding. Let 
w( T) = Card W( T). 
Let Z ° (resp. 2)  be the center of G (resp. (~). We choose quasicharacters 
Z: Z ° ~ C x and )~: 2 ~ C x, where 
e=)~ o i 
is an injective character/~(F)-~ C x. 
Let Co(G, X) be the space of locally constant functions (b: G~ C such 
that 
~b(zg) : Z(z) ~b(g) (z ~ Z °) 
and ~b has compact support modulo Z °. Let Co((], ;~) be the analogous 
space of functions on G. 
Let J(G, X) be the space of functions f on X(G) such that 
f(zx) = Z(z)f(x) (z ~ Z°). 
Correspondingly et J(G, )7) be the space of functions f on X((~) such that 
f(zx) = f((z)f(x) (z ~ 5). 
We define a subspace J~.(G, )0 (resp_ Jc(G, 2)) of those functions f fo r  which 
there exists a compact set L c G (resp. L ~ (~) so that the support o f f  is 
contained in (Proj. of L in X(G). Z ° (resp. (Proj_ of L in (X((])) - 5). 
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Next note that G acts by conjugation on any fibre of 
G~X(G)  or G~X(G)  
(natural projections); moreover on each fibre there exists a G-invariant 
integral. This integral is also defined on those functions which are the 
restrictions of elements of Co(G, X) or Co(G, )~) (theorem of Deligne-Rao, 
cf. [-22, 1.h3), 
An orbital integral is then any map 
F: Co(G, Z) ~ J(G, Z) resp. F: Co(G, 2) ~ J(~, )~)) 
which commutes with the action of Z ° (resp. Z) and such that 
(resp. 
F(4')(x) (4' e Co(G, Z), x ~ X(G))  
P(~)(x) (¢ ~ Co(6, ~), x ~ x(O))) 
is a positive multiple of the invariant integral of the restriction of 4' to the 
fibre over x. 
Clearly if F~, F2 are two orbital integrals on G then 
F1 = qSF2, 
where ~b is positive and is Z°-invariant. This is because the invariant 
measure is unique. An analogous tatement holds for G. 
In the case of G it is easy to see that for any given x there exists a 4' such 
that 
F(O,x)~O. 
The situation in the case of G is rather different. Since ~ is injective in order 
that F(4', x) be nonzero we require that 
~(x) = { ~ ). 
Conversely, if this condition is satisfied then there exists a 4' such that 
P(4', x )~0.  
For our applications we shall further require that F (resp. _r) be nor- 
malized in the following sense. Let dg denote a measure on G/Z ° or G/Z, 
Let f be a locally integrable class-function on G (resp. G) such that 
f(zg) = Z(z) i f (g) (z e Z °) 
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(resp. 
f(zg) = ~(z)- i  f (g)  (z ~ 2)). 
Let g s G and let D(g) be the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial 
of g. Let 
d(g) = ID(g)llF/2/Idet (g)l~ 2~r- l) 
This we shall call the Weylfactor. Note that if g = diag (xj) then 
A(g) = I] (Ix,-- XjlF/IXiXjl~2) " 
i< j  
Then we require that for each suchfand each ~b e C0(G, Z) (resp. Co(G, ;~)) 
we have 
Iclzof(g) l fT (J(g) dg= ~ ~ f(t) F(¢, t) A(t) drt 
T~T 
(resp. 
1 
The relationship with the Weyl integration formula is clear. Note that 
one should regard f as an element of a subspace of J(G, Z 1) (resp. 
j((~, ~-1)) and the corresponding function on G (resp. (~) is the pull-back 
under the natural projection. The right-hand sides of the above equations 
are then to be regarded as integrals over Ux-~r(G) (resp. U~p- I (~(G) ) ) ,  
and this is essentially X(G) (resp. X((~)). Thus in choosing the families (dr), 
(tiT) we have essentially fixed measures on X(G) and X((~). Our 
requirement is then that the orbital integral be the adjoint to the pull-back 
map described above. 
By a germ at x e X(G) we understand an element of the stalk at x of the 
sheaf Cc of complex-valued functions on X(G). Likewise we define a germ 
at x e X(G). It is now possible to formulate the following theorem which 
shows that the image of F or P is described by a "very small" sheaf. It is 
due to M.-F. Vign6ras [22], and is of fundamental importance in all that 
follows. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let notations be as above and let F (resp. F) be an orbital 
integral Then there exists at each y E X(G) (resp. y ~ X( G) with I~(Y) = { 1 ) ) 
a germ trv (resp. ~y) so that the germ ofF(q3) (resp. P(~)) at x ~ X°(G) (resp. 
x ~ X°(G)) is given by 
y' o'yF(~b, y) 
.V >~ x 
607/60/2-4 
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(resp. 
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ayP(¢, y)). 
y>~x 
Conversely let He Jc(G,z )  (resp. / fe Jc(G,~))  be such that for each 
x e X°(G) (resp. x • X° (G) )  the germ of H (resp. ffI) is of the form 
E ~Y "H(y)  
y>~x 
(resp. 
a~. B(y)); 
y>~ x
then there exists qk e Co(G, Z) (resp. (~ ~ Co(G, ~)) so that 
H = F((~) (resp. FI = P(q~)). 
Remarks. 1. The 6y (resp. By) depend on the choice of F (resp. F). It is 
possible to normalize F (resp. F) completely, so that these germs are fully 
determined (cf. [22]). 
Remark 2. Little is known about the structure of these germs. In 
applications of the Selberg trace formula one has to compare germs for two 
different groups (in our case G and G) but one can usually not "give 
explicit formulae" for % or (Yy. We should note though that if x e X(G) 
then 
~(x)  ¢ 0 if x is maximal 
= 0 if x is not maximal 
(resp. for x e X(G) 
ax(X) ¢ 0 ifx is maximal and tt(x) = { 1 } 
= 0 otherwise). 
It is necessary to sharpen this a little. Let 
X°°(G) = {x e X(G): a (x)= {x}} 
and 
A~°°(~) = {x ~ x(~): A(x)= {x}, #(x)= (1}}. 
These can be regarded as the set of regular elements in the usual sense 
(with a slight modification in the case of G). Let also 
X'(G) = {x~ X(G): #(x)= {1}}. 
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Now we need 
PROPOSITION 1.5. ( l )  Let xeX°(d)  be such 
neighbourhood U of x one has 
u n )c°°(d) ~ ~.  
that for every open 
Then there exists y >~ x such that 
y ~ Xa(G). 
(2) Let yEXI(G). Then for every neighbourhood U of y one has 
Un X°°(d) ~ ~.  
Proof (1) Let X°79(G)=X°°(G)A.,~T(d) where )~T(G)=p-I()~v(G)). 
Suppose the torus 7"=p I(T) is such that for every open neighbourhood U 
of x one has 
un~°(~)~. 
Suppose the (maximal) torus T corresponds to a subalgebra OE of Mr(F), 
and x to ~.~(E). From Proposition 1, one sees that the condition comes 
down to 
~x(E) ' det (x) -  1 - 2c ~ E ×"  
for each E. Now by choosing the maximal element y of A(x) we see by 
Proposition 1.1 that p(y) = { 1 }, as required. 
(2) The same considerations suffice to prove this part. 
Next we need the following statement concerning erms. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let x eXl(d). Then the restrictions of the germs 5y 
(y>~x) to X°°(G) are linearly independent. In particular, for every 
neighbourhood U of x one has U n X°°(G) ¢ (J. 
Remark. It is not difficult to improve the final statement to 
Let xeXI(G). Then there exists a torus T, r(x)EX~-(G) and a 
neighbourhood U of r(x) in Xz~(G) so that 
u-  U x~,(~) ~ x'(~). 
T '~T 
This follows from Proposition 1.i and, as we do not need it, we shall not 
give a proof. 
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Proof Suppose there exists a linear relation 
E a.v6y=O" 
y>~x 
Then we construct a ¢ e Co(G, )~) such that 
/~(¢, y )= {0y (y>~x) 
(r(y) = r(x), y ~ x). 
This can be done by induction, working "upwards" through the lattice 
A(r(x)). Thus F(¢) is identically 0 in a neighbourhood of r(x). We now 
modify ¢ so that it is zero outside the preimage of this open set under the 
natural projection ~---, X(~). This one can do as ~ is totally disconnected. 
But then P(¢) is zero on X°°(t~). 
It then follows, by the Weyl integration formula 
Ie/g c(g) ¢(g) dg-= ~ w~) f~ c(t) J~(¢, t)A(t)drt 
that for every locally integrable class function c one has 
f8/2 c(g)" O(g) dg = O. (.) 
This is so since 
and 
x°°(8) = x l (~)  c~p x(x°°(a)) 
meas (Xr(G) - J(°°(G)) = 0, 
where the measure is that induced from the Haar measure on T. Con- 
sequently we can restrict he integration on the right-hand side of the Weyl 
integration formula to the regular elements; but the only ones which con- 
tribute are those which project to Xl(~), or, equivalently, to X°°(G). 
From (,) it follows that if D is any invariant distribution on Co(G, 2) 
then 
D(¢)=O 
(see [8, Theorem 103). 
This applies in particular to F(y). Hence one has for all y 
P(¢, y) = o 
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and so 
ay = 0 
This proves the proposition. 
We now deduce 
(y>x). 
THEOREM 1.7. Let h be a function on X°°((~) such that 
(i) there exists L ~ G, compact modulo Z, such that the support of h 
is contained in n( L ) c~ X°°( G) (n: ~ -~ X(G) the natural projection). 
(ii) for each y ~ XI((~) there exists H(y) ~ C such that for x ~ XI(G) 
one has that on a neighbourhood of x in X°°(G) the germ of h is given by 
E H(y) ~,, 
y>~x 
(iii) for ~ as above one has 
h(zx) = ?~(z) h(x) (z e 2). 
Then there exists a ~b E Co(G, ]~ ) so that 
P(¢, x)=h(x) (x ~ X°°(~)) 
and, indeed, for all x E XI((~) one has 
P(¢, x) = U(x). 
Proof We extend H to X(G) by 0 on X(G)-XI(G).  To each 
y ~ XI(G) - X°°(G) we choose ~(y) ~ Co(G, ~), a neighbourhood U(y) of y 
such that F(q~(y)) is zero outside U(y) and 
~'(~(Y)) 
y>~x 
is equal to h on U(x)c~ X°°(~). By the compactness of the support of h and 
the fact that G is totally disconnected we can find a finite subset R of 
X I (~) -X°° (~)  so that, perhaps after modifying U(y), 
h-  E P(~IY)) 
yER 
vanishes in a neighbourhood of XI((~). It is now clear that this function 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. So there exists a ~ such that 
on X°°(~) 
y ~ R - -  on xl(~) - X°°(~) 
and on X(G) - XI(G). 
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Thus we see that h is the orbital integral of 
+ E os(y). 
yeR 
By Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.5 it follows that 
and hence H extends to an orbital integral, i.e., H is of the form F(~). This 
proves the theorem. 
The significance of this theorem is that if we know the germs ay then a 
function on X°°((~) has simply to satisfy certain boundary conditions if it is 
to be an orbital integral. At points of X°°(G) one can construct P by 
P(~)(x) = A(x) f (b(~ g) d'rg, 
T~G 
where ~ ~ T represents x, and d~. is an invariant measure on T \  G, suitably 
normalized. Then, to compare the orbital integrals of two different groups 
we have to compare the "boundary conditions," since, with the choice of P 
given above, P(~b) is locally constant on X°°(G), i.e., the germs a~ for 
x E X°°(G) are constants [22, 1.hi. 
Let Z z be the sheaf on X(G) determined by the germs ay, and Z~ that on 
X(~) determined by the germs 6y. Moreover, one demands that the 
behaviour under Z ° or Z is given by X or 2. 
Note that although the representation of X z and Xe in terms of germs 
depends on the choice of F and P the isomorphism class as subsheaves of 
functions on X(G) or X(G) does not. 
Let now (Vi) ( ieN)  be a sequence of open Z-stable subsets of G, com- 
pact modulo Z, such that U V~ =- G. Then if Y is an open subset of X(G) 
then we can extend an element of S~(Vfm Y) by zero to S~(V~+~c~ Y). 
Thus we can define 
i~>o 
so that _~comp is a sheaf of functions of compact support. Likewise one can 
Y 
define Z~ °mp and orbital integrals are sections of these sheaves. 
M.-F. Vign6ras remarked in [22, 1.0, 4.1] that one could compare the 
germs belonging to G and G given a comparison between the groups. To 
formulate this precisely we have to introduce some concepts 
Let Uc  X°°(G), Oc X°°(5) be open sets and let a: U~ U" be a map. We 
shall assume that a satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) 
homeomorph ism 
at: 
such that a' (n- l (U))=~-1(~-)  and 
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There exist neighbourhoods V of ~ I(U) and P of i f -  l(~r) and a 
V--,P 
~(a'(x))=a(n(x)) (x E ~-I(u)).  
(ii) a'(x ~) = a'(x) ~ (if x, x 7 ~ V, 7 ~ G) 
(iii) A(a'(x))/A(x) is locally constant on /I. 
We shall call a: U--* U' a comparison map. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let L c G be a sufficiently small compact open subgroup 
and let •: L~ G be a section o fp  over L. By [11, Proof  of Theorem 1.5.1], 
this can be so chosen so that it extends to a map 
such that 
~(x")=~(x)". 
Then ~: is a comparison map. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 7 e G be such that the ratio of two eigenvalues is not 
an nth root of unity (i.e., A (y" )#0) .  Let V be a small conjugation-in- 
variant neighbourhood of 7. Then 
is a comparison map. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose 
7~s(~)  ° 
: G (i.e., n = 1 ). Then there exist 
neighbourhoods V1, V 2 of the identity such that on Vt 
and 
are comparison maps. 
g ~___~ gn 
I+  X~---~I+ ~X 
Now we fix on each T ET  a Haar  measure d r and let d~- be the 
corresponding rightinvariant measure on T~G. 
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LEMMA 1.8. Let a: U ~ U' be a comparison map and let ~ be a locally 
constant function on V' with support in 7z-l(U'). Let 
~(x) = A(a'(x) /d(x) ) . ~(a'(x)); 
qb is a locally constant function on V with support in ~z I(U). Let T' be a 
representative for T; one has then for x ~ T' 
A(x) J~T\C ~(X') d'T? = A(a'(x) JTf\a ~(a(x)~) d'r7. 
Proof This is clear. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let a: U~ U' be a comparison map. I f  x~ Uc~X°(G) 
then a [A(x ) :A (x )~A(a(x ) )  is an order preserving bijection and for 
y ~ A(x) one has 
a*~o(y) = ca(y) ,ry 
for some co(y) ~ R*.  
Thus a comparison map allows us to compare the germs of orbital 
integrals. The constant ca(y) depends on the normalization of the orbital 
integrals. 
Proof This is again clear. 
Note that by means of this lemma the germs of X~ are determined by 
those of X x on 
~({~(~)": r e G, A(~") ~ 0} 2) w ~(K*2). 
These results are not quite precise enough for an application, and we 
require also to understand the germs of Z~ along (xe~:A(x )=O}.  
Nevertheless it is worth stressing that the results obtained here have broad 
applicability. 
2. SOME RESULTS FROM K-THEORY 
In this section our objective is to define a certain class-function on G(F) 
which has given functorial properties. This will be used later, in Section 4, 
to construct a map t: G ~ G which will be used to compare the orbital 
integrals on G and G. 
To carry out this construction we have to make use of some results and 
concepts from K-theory, and in particular concerning the sheaf K2. This is 
defined on any scheme X by "sheafifying" the presheaf 
U~-* K2(O(U)) (Zariski topology), 
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where O is the structure sheaf of X. We write O(U) (resp. K2(U)) for 
F(U, O) (resp. F(U, K2)). 
We shall need the Gersten-Quillen resolution of K2, which we now 
recall. Let, for any closed subscheme Y = X and group G, G v be the direct 
image under Y~X of the constant sheaf with stalk G on Y. Let X be an 
irreducible F-variety. Let X(j) be the set of points of codimension j in X. 
For any F-variety Y we denote by F(Y) the function field of Y. If now X is 
a smooth irreducible F-variety we have the resolution of K2, 
0 ~ K 2-'-r K2(F (X) )  x~ ~ K I (F (z ) )  z ~ @ Ko(F(z ' ) )  z, ~ O. 
zEX(1) z'e x(2) 
As a particular case, one has from Tate's theorem that if we take for X the 
affine space A N then (cf [18, Proposition 7.4.1]) 
m°(A N, K2) ~ KR(F ), 
HJ(A N, K2) = 0 ( /> 0), 
and hence we have an exact sequence 
0 --+ K2(F) ~ K2(F(x)) --+ @ Kl(r(z)) -+ 
z~AN(1) z' ~AN(2) 
Ko(F(z')  ) --+ O. 
We shall be interested in the case that X is an open subset of A N for some 
N. We shall also need the fact that the Gersten-Quillen resolution is 
functorial under flat isomorphisms; cf. 1-18, Theorem 7.5.4]. Let P be a 
closed point of X/F, and let ~ • K2(X). By definition ~ is represented by a 
family {(U, Or)}, where the U run through an open covering of X and 
q~v•K2(Ov). One has also 
resW~ v,(q~) = res~'~ v,(Osv,). 
There is an obvious equivalence relation on the set of all such families. 
Since P induces an evaluation map 
O(U) --, F; f~-+f(P) 
we obtain from such a family an element 
• dP)• K2(F) 
so long as P e U; this does not depend on the representative. This defines 
an element ~(P)•  Kz(F). In this way we obtain an evaluation map 
X(F) × Kz(X) ~ K2(F). 
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Alternatively, the stalk of K 2 at P is K2(Oe) and the evaluation map 
OR ~ F induces the same map as K 2 commutes with inductive limits [18, 
Sect. 2]. Now we move on to the construction. Let x= (x j,..., x,) be 
indeterminates and form F[x].  Let al,..., ar be the usual symmetric 
functions, a= (aa,..., a,) and consider F[6]  as a subring of F ix] .  Since 
F ix ]  is (as an F[a]-module) free, the flatness condition is satisfied. 
We also define 
R= 1-[ (xi + xj), 
i< j  
D = l~ (xe-- xj). 
i < j  
Then 
R,  D 2 ~ F[a].  
Consider now the following element of K2(F(x)): 
~= 1-I [ -x ix j ,  (xi+ xj)], 
i '<g  
where [u, v] indicates the class of u ® v when K2(F(x)) is defined via sym- 
bols; alternatively the image of u®v in the product mapping 
KI (F (x ) )®KI (F (x) )~Kz(F(x) ) .  Let S,, the symmetric group on r 
elements, act as usual on F ix] ,  etc. Then it is clear that :~ is invariant 
under St. The action of Sr leaves precisely F[n]  invariant. Thus we com- 
pare the resolutions of SpecF[x] and SpecF[a]  by means of the 
morphism induced from the natural map 2;: Spec F[x] ~ Spec F[a] .  This 
yields an induced map 
27*: Kz(F(a))-*K2(F(x)). 
Since the map X is flat we can use the following diagram to compute 
[18, Proposition 5.6, if]: 
0 ' K2(F) u° , 
= 
0 ' K2(F) Z° ' 
, K2(F(x)) @ F(z)* 
Z* X~ 
, K2(F(n)) @ F(z,)* 
zl E At(l) 
d t 
) 
31 ). 
Q Z 
® z 
zl E Ar(2) 
~0 
~0 
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The element d°(c0 is supported on the factors of a~ = x 1 . "x  r and those of 
R. One verifies easily that in the case of a~ the image in F(z)  × in each fac- 
tor is represented by a;-_~. In the case of R we have to find a function 
X~ F(o-) such that 
X = x~xj if xe + xj = 0; 
such a function can be constructed fairly explicitly, although we shall not 
make use of the detailed description here. 
From this it follows that d°(a) lies in the image of £'~', and hence there 
exists A ~K2(F(~)) such that ~ =X*(A). Moreover ~(A)  is supported on 
the two irreducible divisors (a,) and (R) and has the entries aF '  and X 
there. One can also verify directly that this element lies in the kernel of ~1, 
so that this statement does not require the theory developed here. 
Now, let 
U1 = Spec F[o-] - ( (R)  w (o-r)) ,  
where (R), (O'r) denotes the divisor of R, at, and let 
U = ,~-  I(U1). 
Then ~EK2(U ) and AEK2(U1). To g~GLr (F )  we ascribe o-l(g),..., o-r(g )
the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of g, 
Pg(t) = det ( t l -  g) = t r - O-l(g) tr-1 + . . . .  ( - -  1 )r O-r(g)" 
Let Go(F)c  G(F) (or Go, if no confusion is likely) be the open set 
{ g E G(F) l(o-l(g),,.., O-r(g)) • U,(F) }; 
note that I t  Go. Now, define 
u: Go(F) ~ #2(F); g~--~h2(A(al(g),..., tTr(g))), 
where, as before, h2 is the second order Hilbert symbol for F. Then the 
properties of u are described by 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) U is a continuous class-function on Go. 
(ii) I f  teF  ~ then 
u(tg) = (t, ( -1 )  ~1/2)~1r )det (g)~-l)e.u(g). 
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commutes. 
(iii) Let F /F  be an extension of odd finite degree. Then the diagram 
(iv) Let II be a standard parabolic subgroup of G so that its unipotent 
radical Uzz is upper-triangular and it has a Levi component Mn isomorphic 
to GLrI(F) x .. x GLr,(F ) consisting of r I x rl, r2 × r2,..., blocks astride the 
diagonal, Let 
O: GLr~(F) x ... x GL~(F) ~M~ 
be the canonical map, and let uj be function corresponding to u on GLr>o(F). 
Then 
U(0(71,..., y , ) )= 1] uj(Tfl" 1-] (det (Yi), det (7j))2,F- 
l <~i<~s l <~i<j~s 
(v) Let E 1,..., E t be extension fields of F with 
EEj: F]  =r .  
J 
Let 
j: E? x ..- ×E~ ~G 
be a maximal torus of G.  Then one has for x = (xl,..., xt) ~ E~ × ""  × Et  × , 
u(j(x)) = ]~ (xi, (-- 1) # Pj(x)(-- x,)/2xi)zE," (-- 1, R(j(x))2. r 
l<~i<.t 
provided that R(j(x)) (i.e., R6F[al,. . . ,o~] evaluated at (al(j(x)),..., 
a~(j(x))) is not zero. 
Remark 1. By means of (iv) one can extend the definition of u to a 
larger set than Go- When r = 2 the computations of [5, 1.3] show that in 
this case there is an extension of u to G_ 
Remark 2. We shall deduce (i) from (v). A more satisfactory approach 
is given in Theorem 2.3. 
Proof (ii) Let t ~ F × ; then x ~ tx induces an automorphism 
t , :  FEx] ~F[x ] .  This  factors through X to give an automorphism of 
FEa]. Now 
t ,~=~' I t , [ I  (Xi'31-Xj)2/(--XiXj)] 
i<j 
= ~'[t ,  Re]'Et, ( -1 )  "/2),~r- ~)'o7 <~- ~)3. 
Go(F) c- ) Go(U) 
/-t2(F) ~ ) #2(F')  
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From this it follows that 
t ,A  = A " [ t, R2]- I t ,  ( - -1 ) (1 /2) r ( r - -1 )ar ( r -1) ] -  
We evaluate this at g and apply hz; we obtain 
u(tg) = u(g)(t, R(g)2)2 (t, ( -1 )  (1/2)r(r- 1)det (g)r--1)2 .
The middle term on the right is 1; thus we obtain the formula asserted. 
(iii) The diagram 
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F(x)  ~ , F'(x) 
T" 
~(~)  i, , F ' (a )  
commutes. Thus as i(e) is the analogue to e for F' we obtain 
A'=i ' (A ) ,  
where A' is the analogue od A in K2(U(a)). If we evaluate this at g ~ Go we 
obtain 
A'(g)  = i , (A(g)) ,  
where i, is the natural map Kz(F ) ~ K2(F'). Thus applying h2,r, we obtain 
u(g) = h2,r,O i , (A(g) )  
= h2,F (A(g) )  EF':Fl 
by the functoriality of the Hilbert symbol. From this the assertion follows. 
(iv) Let 
511 = Srl X St2 x --. ),( Srs 
and let {1,..., r} =J lu J2w ' "  wJs be the partition 
J l=  {1, 2 ..... rl}, 
J2 = {rl + 1, r I + 2,..., rl + r2), 
Since S/7 preserves J j ,  J2,-.., Js C {1,..., r} we obtain a natural embedding 
$27~ St. 
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The invariants in F[-x] under Sn form the ring F[a~(Jj); l<<,i<~rj, 
1 ~<j ~< s] where ai(J:) is the ith symmetric polynomial in the xk (k s Jj). We 
have, in an obvious notation 
F(~) ~ F(a(J)) ~ F(x) 
and correspondingly 
K2(F(¢~)) ~ K2(F(~(J)) z") K2(F(x)). 
Let An be the image of A in Kz(F(a(J))). Since we can write ~ in the form 
[I 17 [-xjx ,xj+ xk] 
l <~i<~sj, kE J i  
× [I lq [-xjxk, xj+x l 
l<~i<i'<~s J~J i  
k~ J,, 
and the inner factors are invariant under Sn we can apply the same con- 
struction as was used to construct A itself. The first factors are nothing 
other than a for GLr, and hence if we write ai for these they can be 
expressed as 
Z*(A1 • - A,), 
where the A i is the analogue for the factor GL,,(F) in H of A. Evaluating 
these yields the factors u~(71)'"u,(7~) in the statement. We shall show if do~ 
is the analogue to d o for F(g(J)) then there exists B such that 
(~'~,ld°n(B)) x=d° ( U H 
l% i< i '~s  jE J i  
ke  Jr 
[-x:x~, x: + x~] [x:, xk]) .  
We can concentrate our attention on one pair i, i'. Let zli=ari(Ji), 
A c = an,(Ji, ), and 
?= El (xj + 
J e  Ji 
ke J f  
We choose a rational function T of the 6i(Ji) and am(Jr) such that 
T=x j  
One easily computes 
:(H 
jE Ji 
kEJ i '  
(jEJi, keJc,  xj + Xk = 0). 
[ -  xjx~, x: + xk] [xj, xk])  
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and finds 
T 2 on the factors of P, 
A 7 2 on the factors of A i, 
1 on the factors of At. 
As all of these are squares, the assertion follows. On evaluating and apply- 
ing h2 we would therefore obtain l. Hence we can replace in the formula 
for 
by 
I] I] [-xjx ,xj+x ] 
l <~i<i'<~s J~ J i  
kGJi' 
14 i< i '4s  J~ J i  l<~i<i'<~s 
ke  Jr 
[Ai, Ar]. 
But this latter yields 
1-I (det (Yi), det (Yr))2 
l <~i<i' <~s 
on evaluation. With this the assertion is proved. 
(v) By means of (iv) (using the evaluation of the symmetrization of
in place of 
I-[ 1-] [-xjxk, xj+k ] 
i<~i<i '~s  jE J I  
ke Jk  
we see that (v) reduces to the case t = 1 since there exists a parabolic sub- 
group H with a Levi component isomorphic to 
1-I GLEEi:F](F) 
such that, with an abuse of notation, 
GL [E,:F] (F) ~j(Ei). 
Now, we write E for E,, and let E' be the Galois closure of E. Let H be the 
set of F--embeddings E--* E'. We need now to recall two facts, namely that 
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the map ~/./~2°P(E) "-*/~2°P(E ') (q E H) is injective, and that the composite 
map 
/~2op(E) tr , K~r,(F ) (.o~., /02Op(E,), 
where tr is transfer associated with i: E ~ F, is given by 
~ I] ..(~), 
r /oH 
and i"/o is some element of H. 
The first of these statements follows from the identification of K~°P(E) 
with the group of roots of unity in E (see [16, Theorem A.14]). The second 
is a consequence of the definition of the transfer given in [16, Sect. 14], 
and will be left as an exercise for the reader. 
We fix ~ e E × and consider the polynomial, 
P(X) = l--[ (X+ tl(~)) e FIX]. 
r icH 
Since h2.F ° tr = h2,E holds (see [ 11, Proof of Proposition 0.1.5 ]) the result 
we seek will follow if we can show that 
tr ([~, P(~)/(2~)])= A(j(~)) [-- 1, R(j(~))] 
We fix an element 7o e H, Then it suffices to prove 
(,oi).  (tr [3, P(~)/(2~)])= (tlo/), ((A(j(~))) [ -  1, R(j(~)]) 
since (~oi), is injective. The left-hand side is 
1-[ [q(~), P(~(~))/(2,(~))] 
q~H 
which we can write as 
1-[ [~(~), (#) + ~'(~)] 
q,r/' E H 
and this is 
[I [ . (~)  n;(¢), ~(~) + ~'(~)], 
where the product is taken over the set of unordered pairs {q, tl' I tl ~ tl'}. 
This is, however, by definition 
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((~/0i),(~)) (diag (q(~)). [ -1 ,  R(diag (r/(~)))]) 
H 
= ((qoi),(A)) (diag (r/(~)) (~/0i),[-1, R(j(~))]) 
= (~?oi),(A(j(~)).(qoi), [ -1 ,  R(j(~))], 
where in the top line (qoi),:K2(F(x))--*Kz(E'(x)), in the second 
0/0i), : Kz(F(o)) --* Kz(E'(o)), and in the bottom (~/0i), :K2(F) ~ K2(E'). 
Here, we have made use of the various functorial properties of K2. This 
completes the proof of (v). 
Finally we observe that u: Go ~ #2(F) depends only on the semisimple 
part of the argument. It is a class-function which is continuous on each 
torus. Since there are only finitely many conjugacy classes of tori 
(char (F)= 0) the continuity of u will follow. We use the notations X(G), 
X°(G), etc. from Section 1, and denote by X(Go), )(°(Go) the image of Go in 
those sets. The map u factors through 
GO ---) X(Go ) r )  XO(Go) ~__ U ~T(Go)  ----)/t2(F)" 
T 
Here, the first two maps are clearly continuous where as the third is con- 
tinuous by (v). Hence, the claim, and (i), follow. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
We shall need the following consequence of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that [2IF---- l. Let E be the unramified exten- 
sion of F of degree r. Let Fr~ Gal (ELF) be the Frobenius element (which 
generates Gal(E/F)). Suppose that j:E--*GLr(F) is a torus. Let 
x=ar~E ×, where a is a (q ' -  1)th root of unity ands -  1 ePE. Then if r is 
odd or  O "Fr(r/2) =)& --O- 
u( j (x ) )  = 1, 
but if r is even and 0 "Frr/2 = --0" then 
where 
u( j (x ) )  = ( - -  1) Nl'z), 
N('c) = ~ ordE(-c vr' rVrJ). 
i< J  
Proof First, we shall gave a simpler expression for N(z). Let 
a(i,j) = OrdE(T F~- ~v~J) 
607/60/2-5 
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for any i, j. Then a(i, j)= a(j, i) and, for all k 
a(i + k , j  + k) =a(i,j). 
If we pair the terms (i,j) and ( r -1 - j ,  r - l - i )  we see that these two 
together yield an even conribution to N(z) unless i+ j= r -1 .  In the set of 
(i,j) with i+ j=r -1  we pair (i,j) and ( j - r /2,  i+r/2) which again 
together yield an even number unless i -=j -  r/2. Hence if r = 0 (mod 4) we 
see that N(z) is even but if r =-2 (rood 4) 
N(z) - a(O, r/2) (mod 2) 
so that 
( - 1 )N(e) = ( - -  1 ) °rdE(z "zFrr/2). 
Next we shall compute u(j(x)) by means of part (v) of the theorem. Since 
ElF is Galois we have 
u(j(x))= l~ (x ,x+x ~2,E -1 ,  I I  (xFr'+xva) • 
O<~i<r O<~i<j<r /2,F 
We shall simplify this in the same way as above. We look at the first term. 
Since x ~ R~, 121F = 1 we have 
(x, x + xVrih,E = (x, x + xVr-'h,E. 
Hence the first term is 
(x, x + XVrr/2)2,E 
if r is even, and 1 if r is odd. Let z be a uniformizer of F. Thus this term is 1 
if ~r vrr/2 ¢ - a and if ~r vr2/2 = - a then we have 
(0", wiN(z) 
'~ 12,E • 
Since ffqr/Z= --~r one can easily verify that 
(a, 7z)2,e = ( - 1) (q"/2 + ,)/z 
and hence the first term is 
( -- 1 )((qr/2+ 1)/2)N(z). 
Now we examine the second term. If r is even we let E1 be the unique 
unramified extension of F, F= E,  = E with E/Et quadratic. Then we let 
= U (X + xFri) ,  
O<i<r/2 
q = (x + x ve/2 e El. 
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We have then, if r is even, 
1-] ( xvr'+ xV¢) = Ne/F(~)  NE,/F(q), 
O<~i<j,~r 
whereas if r is odd then one easily verifies that I~o~i<j<, (xFr'+ X F'j) E R{ .  
Hence if r is odd the second factor is 1, so that the corollary is now proved 
in this case. 
If r is even then the second factor is 
Since r is even (q'-1)/2---0 (mod 2). Thus we obtain simply 
1 if a Fe/~ v~ - a, 
( --  1 ) (1/2)(qr/2- l)N(z) if 0 "Fr,/2 = -- iT. 
But since 
l(qr/2 + 1) + ½(qr/2_ 1 ) -  1 (mod 2) 
the product of these two factors is (--1) N(z), if ave/2=-a ,  and is 1 
otherwise. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Finally we show how part (i) of the theorem is part of a much more 
general phenomenon. Let X be an F-variety and let K2 be the Gersten- 
Quillen sheaf on X. To an F-point P of X we have a map 
K2(U) ~ K2(F); cx ~ a(P) 
for any U, U a Zariski open subset of X, and U(F)oP. 
Suppose now that F is a local field. We fix a Hilbert symbol 
h. : K2(F) ~ #,(F). 
We define the F-topology on X(F) as the coarsest opology for which, for 
every Zariski open subset U c X and all f~  O(U) 
U(F) --+ F; x ~ f (x )  
are continuous. Now, we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose X is as above. Let ~ ~ K2(X). Then the map 
X(F)  ~ ~,.(F); x ~ h . (~(x) )  
is continuous. 
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Proof Consider the map 
K2(X) ~ K2,~-- K2(0~), 
where the isomorphism follows from the definition of K 2 and the fact that 
K2 commutes with direct limits, cf. [-18, Sect. 2]. We recall the Gers ten  
Quillen resolution of K2 [18, Sect. 7.5], 
K2--* @ ix,,K2(F(x))~ @ iy.xKl(F(Y))--* @ iz,,Ko(F(z))~O, 
xCXD y~Xl  z~XO 
where Xj is the set of points of X of codimensionj and i v : D ~ X is the 
embedding. Moreover F(D) is the function field of D. Localizing at x shows 
that 
0 --+ Kz(0x) ~ K2(F(X)) ~ @ KI(F(y)) ~ - 
y~XI  
y~x 
assuming X is irreducible. Thus we see that the injection 0x ~ F(X) induces 
an injection of K2-groups. 
It follows now from [20, Corollary to Theorem2],  that K2(0x) is 
generated by the symbols 
If, g], f,g~O~ 
and 
If, 1 +fg] ,  f, g6Ox,f(x)=O. 
Now, we express ~ as a product of such elements and find a Zariski open 
set U such that 
(i) if [ f  g] is a factor of ~ thenf  g~ O(U)~, 
(ii) if [f,  1 +fg] is a factor of ~ then f, g~ O(U). 
Thus each factor of • lies in Kz(U) again using the Gersten resolution. It 
will suffice to show that each factor yields a continuous function on U(F) 
since the evaluation map functors as follows: 
K2(X) ~ K2(U) ~ K2(Ox) ~ Kz(F). 
But this is now immediate since for any continuous ymbol l: K2(F)~ A 
(and in particular for the Hilbert symbol) 
and 
(cf. [16, p. 178 if-I). 
is bicontinuous on F × x F * 
lira l( a, 1 + ab ) = 1 
a,b~O 
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3. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we shall investigate the analogues of spherical functions 
on G. We shall assume here that [nlv= 1. Let 7r be a uniformizer of F. Let 
K* be the canonical ift of K. Fix an injective character e: #,(F) ~ C ×. Let 
~: 2 -  C × be a quasicharacter with ~ o i = e. Suppose that ~l (2 c~ K*) = 1. 
We define 
t: H ~/ t ,  ; h --* s(h'); 
this is a homomorphism. Let Z = :~ ° t: Z ° ~ C × 
We shall fix Haar measures on G/Z ° and G/~ so that 
meas (KZ°/Z °) = 1 
and 
meas (K*2/Z)= 1. 
Now, we define the Hecke algebra H~ to be space of all K*-biinvariant 
functions ~b of compact support modulo Z on G satisfying 
(J(zg)=~(z)-l ~(g) (z~2, ge~)  
and made into an algebra by convolution. 
Likewise we define H X by taking "n = 1." It is well known that H X is 
commutative; we shall verify that this is also so of H~ by means of the 
argument of [-6, pp. 278-279]. To do this we have to find an involution 
~:G~t~ such that ~(K* )=K*  and ~ l /~,Z=Id .  Let us consider the 
automorphism 
fl: G~G;  g~ ,g 1 
of G. We shall show: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(i) p(~(g))=fl(p(g)) 
(ii) ~(K*) = K*, 
(iii) ~(s(h) )=s(h  1 
(iv) ~2 = Id. 
Remark. This proposition 
There exists a unique automorphism ~: G ~ G so that 
(g ~ ~), 
(h ~ H), 
is also valid, if we omit (ii), when InlF~ 1. 
This will be clear from the proof. 
Proof Let ~ be the cocycle defining ~ with respect to the section s. 
Then we note that from [11, 0.1] one has 
a(fl(gl),fl(g2))=tr(gt,g2) (gl,g.26H). 
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It follows essentially from [ 16, Theorem 9.12] that (gl, g2) 
~r(fl(gl), fl(g2)) is a 2-cocycle equivalent to a. Thus we can conclude that 
there exists a function p: G - /~,(F)  so that 
a(fl(gl), fl(g2)= °'(gl, g2) P(gl g2) P(gl)  -1 P(g2) ', 
for all gl, g2 • G. Since f12= Id one has that g~---~ p(f l (g)) .p(g) is a charac- 
ter of G. We choose p so that p [H = 1. Then this character is 1. Moreover p 
is uniquely determined by this condition. Hence if we define ~ by 
~r(s(g)) = s(/~(g)) p(g) 
we have verified (i), (iii), (iv) of the proposition and the uniqueness of ~r_ 
Now, let K :K~G be the canonical lift. Then ~oK:K~0 and 
x o/~: K ~ G are two further lifts and 
k I----+ (~ o K)(k) .  (K o/~)(k) -1 
is a homomorphism K--* i(#.(F)). It is defined by its values on Hc~K and 
is therefore the trivial character. This is so since the character factors 
through GLr(RF/PF) (as In]F = l) and the commutator subgroup of this is 
SLr(Rr/P F) unless 
r = 2, RF/PF~-- F2 
but in this case [r/]r< 1. Thus the character introduced above factors 
through the determinant and the assertion follows. But on Hc~ K it is 1 by 
(iii) and thus (ii) follows since 
) = 
= t~(/~(K)) 
= x(K) 
K ~¢" 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark. If instead of/~ we consider 
f l l(g)=Wofl(g)Wo I 
then 
f l l (N)=N 
and one can verify that 
O'(flt(gl), fll(g2)) = a(gl, g2) 
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for all g~, g2 e G. This leads to somewhat sharper results, which, however, 
we shall not need here. 
With this we now define 
a(g)=[ J (g)  j 
From (iii) it follows that ~ is an involution, 
~(gl g2) = a(g2) cZ(gl) 
and 
Next we need 
cx(K*) = K*. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let h¢ffI.  I f  h¢f f I ,  Z then there exist k i , k26K*  so 
that k l hk 2 = i( ( ) . h with ( ~ #,( F), ( # 1. I f  h E ffI ~ ~ and if  for  kl ,  k 2 ~ K* we 
have p(k ihk2)  =p(h)  then it fol lows that kmhk2 = h. 
Proof. The first assertion is easy to prove; one can take km, k2 ~/¢  c~ K* 
and we leave the details to the reader. For  the second we note first that it 
suffices to prove it in the case that h e / t ,  and that if it is true for h then it is 
also true for h w when w ~ W. Hence we may assume that h has the form 
h = s(diag (~A, n f2,..., 7zfr)), 
where f l  ~>f2 t> ""  >~fr, f j  = 0 (mod n). Let 
ho = diag (gfJ,..., nf0. 
If k eK  and hkh -1 ~K we have to show that K(hokho 1) = hx(k)h -1. Let 
K1 = { k ~ K: k = I (mod nn)}. 
Then it is easy to see that there exists a standard parabol ic subgroup H of 
G so that 
{k ~ K: hkh-  1 ~ K} ~ (IIc~ K)" K1, 
and that if we write k = kok I with k o ~_F/~ K, k I ~ K 1 then 
hokoho 1 ~ l lnK ,  hok iho  ~ ~K. It therefore suffices to prove the statement 
for k~lTn  K and~.k~Ki separately. In the first case ho commutes with the 
standard Levi factor and hence the statement follows. In the second case k 
can be written as an nth power k= (k')" and k'  is given by the binomial 
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expansion. It follows that hok 'ho l~K and it is again easy to derive the 
assertion in this case since 
x( hokh o ' ) = x( ho( k' )"h o 1) 
= K(hok'hol) n 
= (hx(k')h-~) ~
= h~,(k,)nh 1 
= htc(h)h -~. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Let/~ be as in [11] 1.1. We can now prove: 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) Let, for h¢H~Z 
~h(g) = #(h) ~(z) -~ 
if g is of the form k lhzk  2 (kl, k2 z KJ*, z z Z) and O otherwise. Then ~h z FI~ 
and every element of  ffl~ can be written as a finite sum of ~h. 
(ii) Ft~ is commutative. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from the Cartan-Satake decomposition 
G = KHK and Proposition 3.2. 
To verify (ii) we note that if h = s(ho), h e Hn2 then ~(h)= h. It follows 
from Proposition 3.1 that ~h(e(g))= ~h(g) and hence, by (i) 
d(cc(g)) = ~(g) 
for all geG,  ~eFI~. Then the argument of [6, pp. 278-279] applies and 
the commutativity of / t~ follows. 
We now come to the main result of this section. We recall the map t 
defined at the beginning of this section. We define 
t!: Hz ---)/~; ~h -) ~,(h) 
THEOREM 3.4. The map t~ is an isomorphism of algebras. 
Let V(co) be the representation introduced in [11, 1.1]. If 
col ( /~Z)~K*= 1 then there is a K*-invariant vector VoZ V(co), vo#O, 
and this is unique up to a scalar multiple. 
The argument used to prove Theorem 3.4 also shows: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let V be an admissible irreducible representation of 
such that there exists a K*-invariant vector in V. Then V can be represented 
as a quotient (resp. subrepresentation) of a suitable V(co) (resp. V(o9')). 
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The subrepresentations or quotient representations which appear here can 
be described more precisely;cf. [2, Sect. XI.2; 11, 1.2]. 
First, we define for 09:H,Z~C ×, 091~=~, 091(R, Zc~K*)=l  the 
Fourier transform (or Satake transform) of ~b ~/t~. This is P(~,b)(09) such 
that 
fc/2 (9( g ) gvodg =/~(~,b)(og)v o. 
As in [11, 1.2] the set of all such 09 form a complex manifold which we 
denote by ~x. Thus, as is easy to see, F(~b): O /~ C is analytic; it is even 
polynomial in the X~ of [11, 1.2]. It is clear that 
Naturally these definitions include the case n = 1 so that we have a Fourier 
transform 
for 09 ~ O K, defined as above. 
We define t*: ~- - *  £2 K by 
F(09): H x --* C 
( t*09)(h ) = 09( t(h ) ). 
The crux of our proof lies in the following proposition_ 
PROPOSITION 3.6. One has, with the notations above 
/~(t,~b, w)= F(~b, t'09). 
Let us assume this for the moment and see how Theorems 3_4 and 3.5 
follow. By [19, 6.2] we know that if F(~b, 09')=0 for all 09' el2 K then ~b=0. 
Since t~ is, by Theorem 3.3, an isomorphism of vector spaces and as t* is 
surjective it follows that if P(~b', o9) = 0 for all o9 E ~c  then qg' = 0. But from 
the proposition we clearly have 
P( t@i ,~) -  (t,~l),(t, ~2), 09) = 0 
for all 09~x.  Hence t~ is an algebra homomorphism; as it is also an 
isomorphism of vector spaces the assertion of the theorem follows directly. 
We know also by [19, 6.2] that all algebra homomorphisms H,  ~ C are 
of the form F(09). It now follows that all homomorphisms /~r ._, C are of 
the form F(09). If V is as in the statement of the theorem then it also yields 
a homomorphism 2 v : /~  ~ C by choosing v ~ V, v # O, vK* invariant and 
f (~(g)v dg = 2v(C,b) •v. 
607/60/2-6 
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Since 2v is then of the form P(co) one can deduce by standard methods of 
spherical functions that V is isomorphic to the subquotient of V(cn) which 
has a K*-invariant vector. 
It now remains to prove Proposition 3.6 which we shall do by adapting 
Macdonald's beautiful method [15, Chap. IV]. This requires ome care as 
the counting arguments used in [15] could be invalidated by the 
appearance of nth roots of unity. 
Let us choose H ,  as in [11, 1.1] to be the "canonical" maximal abelian 
subgroup of H. It can be described as 
ffI, = H,Z" (Hn  K*) 
and we extend co:/4n2--*C × to co, : /4,  ~C × demanding that 
co , ]HnK*= 1. Then the model of V(~o) which we shall use is of locally 
constant functions J2 G --, C so that 
f(bg) =w,#(b)'f(g) 
when b e B, ,  ge  G. We denote this space by V(~,). The elementf0E V(co,) 
such that 
fo(k) = 1 (keK*), 
fo(g) = 0 (gCB, .K* ) ,  
represents in this model a K* invariant vector. Since fo(I)= 1 it follows 
that 
F(¢' co)= f~/z ¢(g) -fo(g)@. 
We shall compute this when ¢ is of the form ~,¢h). Since the integral is 
taken over the subset K*t(k)K*, and since the image of this set in G/Z has 
measure 
[K: Kn  (h"Kh n)], 
we obtain 
P(¢t¢h), CO) = #(h")" [K: Kn  (h"Kh ")3 JK[*f°(kt(h)) dk. 
We should note here that 
#(h") 2. [K: Kn  (hnKh n)] = #(h) 2 [K: Kn  (hKh-1)]. 
We shall now concentrate on the integral ~x.fo(kt(h)) dk, which we denote 
by ~7(co, t(h)). 
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Let BK c K be the subgroup of elements which, modulo PF, are upper 
triangular and let 
N_K=N_~K,  
where N is the lower triangular unipotent subgroup of G. Then we have 
K*= Q) B*wN*K,  
weW 
where * denotes the lift in K*. 
If l(w) denotes the length of w ~ IV, i.e., 
l(w) = Card (~ q)+: wc~ < O) 
then the measure of the coset B*wN*_K is 
qt~wo)-t~w), meas (B*), 
where Wo is the longest element of W. This is 
q t(W)'c(q), 
where 
c(q)=( l _q -~) r ( ( l _q  1)(1_ q 2 ) . . . (1_  q r ) ) - , .  
We now make use of a Haar measure on B* with total measure 1. We 
shall also assume, as we may, that 
Then the integral Y(o), t(h)) is equal to 
where 
Let now 
Then 
(~0 +) 
c( q) . ~ q -  l(w) "[w(Oj, t(h ) ), 
w 
7w(~O, t(h)) = IBrfo(kwt(h)) dk. 
N_,L=N ~B K. 
B,~ = (B, c~ K*)- N* - - ,Z"  
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Thus if we use a Haar measure with total measure 1 on N* -,L we see that 
= f.. fo(nwt(h)) dn. L(o~, t lh) )  .~ .  L 
This we shall compute by induction on l(w). If w = 1 we have 
I/(co, t(co))= (co#)(t(h)). (1) 
Next let U(w)cN*_L be the subgroup generated by those c~<0 with 
w-l(c0 > 0. Let the Haar measure on this again have total measure 1. Then 
we have more generally 
Iw(o), t(h)) = fv(~ f(uwt(h)) du. 
Let now w ¢ I and choose a simple reflection s so that 
l (sw) = I(w) - 1. 
Note that if c~ is the associates simple root then 
{~<0: w-1/~> 0} = ( -~} ~s{/~' < 0: (ws) - '~ '>o}.  
It follows that we can write U(co) as U(s). sU(sw)s -1. Thus we obtain 
L(°9, t(h))=f f fo(u's-l"u"swt(h)) du'du' u(sw) U(s) 
This integral we write in the form 
fU(sw) fN*-(s) fO(uS- llgt-swt(h))dbl" d!J' 
- Iu  w, IN. ,s,- u, fo(us-'.'.sw,(h)) d, d,', 
where N_(s) is the unipotent subgroup generated by -~.  
It will now be convenient to indicate the dependence of fo on e). We 
recognize in the inner integral of the first term an intertwinning operator of 
the type discussed in [11, 1.2]. By means of [11, Proposition 1.2.4] we see 
that the first integral is 
(1--q-leg,(re)) fo(u'swt(h)) du'= - s - - -  - -  I~w( co, t (h)) .  
q (1 - co~(rc)) V(,w~ o)~(~z)J 
To deal with the second term we recall the equation from GL2(F) 
s((l~ ~) )S - -S ( (o l  O) )s ( (~01 l~))s((~l-1 01)) " i ( ( -1,  ~')" 
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Since s(( o ~ o)) eK* we can now write the second term above as 
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- q iu~,w~ I~ F:t~t ~11 f°(s(H~(4-1)) u'- sw. t(h); ~o) ~ ( - 1, 4) de du', 
where d4 is the measure on F such that the measure of RF is 1 and 
H~ : F × ~ H is the coroot associated with e. Let now 0 e R~ and note that 
s(H~(40) -1) = s(H~(~-')) ,  s(H~(0 '))(4, 0). 
Since the function fo is invariant under right multiplication by 
s(H~(0 1))sK* it follows that the integral can be restricted to 
{4 e F × : 141 ~> 1, OrdF(4) = 0 (mod n). 
But then the integral is 
f ((D* ~/)(s(H~(4 1)) d4 fu(sw)ofo(~'.swt(h); o9) du t. ~ q 
The first integral is over the set described above. It is equal to 
(1 -q  1)(1 - -  O.}~n (TO))-- 1 
Thus this second term is 
- (q -  1)(1 -o"~(1r))- '  L~(o, t(h)). 
These results together yield Macdonalc?s reduction formula, [15, Theorem 
(4.4.5)], 
7~(co, t(h))= e)~(~)] I~( o), t(h))- 1 --co--~,-(~) 
It is clear that this and (1) determine ]w(o), t(h)) completely. In [15, Chap. 
IV] Macdonald gives a closed expression for the solution. We do not need 
this, however. Let J, /, etc., denote the corresponding concepts on G. This 
corresponds to setting n = 1. One has that (1) becomes 
I,(t. o, h) = (t.o) I~(h) 
= p(h) ~-"L(o, t(h)) 
and the reduction formula becomes 
i~(t,o),h)=fq-o~:,(rO'~ ( q -1  ) l _o~(r0  ~t \l_~o~(~)/Lw(S(t,o)),h) - L~( (,co),h). 
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Thus we have, 
and so 
#(h) -1 Iw(t,co, h)=/~(h") - l  •(co, t(h)) 
#(h) -1 J ( t ,  co, h)=/~(h") -1 J(co, t(h)). 
From this the equality 
follows immediately. 
F(0h, t, co)= co) 
Finally we should note that although the integral defining the Fourier 
transform converges for all co, we have to assume that co is dominant, in 
the sense of [-11, 1.2] to justify the manipulations just carried out. 
4. THE CRUX OF THE MATTER 
In this section we shall formulate a conjecture which represents a 
generalized Shimura correspondence. At present we can only give an 
unsatisfactory version but one which nevertheless will suffice for the kind of 
applications we have in mind. 
Let Go be the open subset of G defined in Section 2_ For g ~ G, let 
to(g) = s( g)" 6 G. 
Clearly we could have used any other section of p other than s. Thus 
to( g = to (g )  
Now, we define 
We have 
THEOREM 4.1. 
t: G~G;  g~--~to(g) (n odd) 
t: Go~G;  g~--+to(g)u(g) (neven). 
(i) The function t satisfies 
t(x ~) = t(x) ~, x ~ Go or G, ~ ~ G. 
(ii) Suppose h ~ G is split and x ~ Go or G are such that h and x com- 
mute. I f  t(hx) is defined then 
t(hx) = t(h)" t(x). 
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(iii) I fh~H then 
t(h)=s(h"). 
Proof Parts (i) and (iii) are straightforward. We have to prove (ii). We 
may assume that h~H. Let x=(r /  where ~ is semisimple and ~/ is 
unipotent. Let H~B be the minimal parabolic subgroup defined by 4. 
Then we can assume that r/~ Un, the unipotent radical of H. Then h cen- 
tralizes a Levi factor of H in which ff lies. 
First, we note that 
to(hx ) = (s(h) - s(x)) n 
=s(h)n'S(X)  n" [h, X]~(X/2)n(n--1), 
where 
[h, x] = s(h) s(x) s(h)-ls(x)-~ 
is the commutator as in [11, 0.1]. If n is odd this yields 
to(hx) = to(h)' to(X) 
as required. Thus (ii) is proved in this case (and it is not necessarily that h 
be split). 
Now suppose that n is even. If the Levi factor o f /7  in which ( lies is 
isomorphic to GLrl(F) x ... x GLrs(F) and ~ is represented by (~1,..-, ~r), h 
by (hi,..., hs) then 
[h, x] (1/2)n(n-l)= [hi, ~i] (t/2)n(n-1) H (det(h/), det(#j))2,F 
i<j 
by the results of [11, 0.1]. If we compare this with Theorem 2.l(iv) we see 
that we need only prove the assertion when ¢ lies in a maximal elliptic 
torus. 
If we now assume this then h is represented by a scalar matrix tI. Then 
[tI, x] = (t, det(x))~,F ~ 
= u(tx)/u(t) u(x) 
by [11, 0.1] and Theorem 2.1(ii). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. If g ~ G-  Go can be written as hx with h split, x E Go then we 
can extend t to g by t (g)=t(h) t (x) .  This is equivalent to using 
Theorem 2.1(iv) for the same purpose. 
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Now, let D: G ~ F be the discriminant function introduced in Section 2 
and let 
R,(x)  = D(x')/D(x). 
This is a polynomial function on G. Let also 
Goo= {xeG:  R,(x) ¢0}.  
We have now: 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) Let ~G00;  then there & an open neighborhood U
of ~ so that t(U) is open in G and 
t l U: U-~ t( U) 
is a homeomorphism. 
(ii) Suppose 31, ~2EGoo, ~E#~(F) so that 
t (~ l )  = i ( ( )  t(~2). 
Then ~ = 1. 
Proof It is well known that (i) holds if we deal with G ~ G; x ~-*x'. 
The conclusion then follows from this and Theorem 2.1(i)_ 
We now prove (ii). It follows from ¢7 = ~" 2 that there exists z such that 
z "= 1 and A centralizing ¢~ so that 
31 = A(z¢2) A 1. 
But the centralizer of 42 and of ~ are the same as R, (¢2)~0.  Thus 
¢~ = z~2. Since z"= 1 and the nth roots of unity lie in F it follows that z is 
split. 
Thus, by the theorem, 
t(¢1) = t(z)" t(~2). 
To compute t(z) we can assume that z ~ H; but then 
t(z") = s( t )  
=L 
This proves the corollary. 
We note that by Theorem 2.1(i) t is continuous on Go but if n is even one 
can easily verify that t does not have a continuous extension to G. The 
reader should bear this in mind while considering the following construc- 
tions. 
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Next we shall need an analogue of Harish-Chandra's description of the 
local behavior of the character of an irreducible admissible representation 
[8, Theorem 19]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let V be an irreducible admissible representation of G. 
Then the character X v of V is represented by a locally integrable function. 
Proof We have only to indicate the modifications necessary to the 
proof given in I-8]. First, recall that the result is known in a neighborhood 
of the identity, [11, TheoremI 5.1]. Let 7eG and let Z°(7) be the cen- 
tralizer of p(7) in G, 2(7) be the centralizer of Y in G. Then Z(y)= p(Z(7)) 
is of finite index in Z°(7). Let z°(7) be the Lie algebra of Z°(y). Then one 
has to consider, in place of the Z°(y)-orbits of nilpotent orbits in z°(7) the 
Z(7)-orbits (cf. [8, Theorem20]). In this respect Z(7) behaves rather 
similarly to a group SLr, instead of GLr. With this modification, and the 
consequent substitutions of 2(y) for M in [8] the proof there, which is a 
reduction to M, can be carried through. 
This proof yields actually somewhat more, namely an analogue of the 
description of germs of characters [-8, Theorem 20]. However, the infor- 
mation obtained along these lines does not seem to be a full description of 
the real state of affairs and, this being a topic worthy of further 
investigation, we shall not go into any more detail here, as Theorem 4.3 
shall suffice for our purposes. 
It will be convenient to interpolate a further general theorem here, due to 
Casselman, following an idea of Deligne: 
TI-mOREM 4.4. Let V be an irreducible admissible representation fG. Let 
11 be a parabolic subgroup of G, Urt its unipotent radical and M n a Levi 
component. Let r( V) be the eoinvariants of V with respect o U* considered 
as an admissible representation ofMn := p-l(Mn).  Let A be the Weyl fac- 
tor of G and 3 n that for Mn. The group Mn acts via the adjoint action Ad 
on Un. Suppose 7 ~ Mn has the property that for each compact subset L of 
Un one has 
N Ad(p(7)) kL= {1}. 
k~>O 
Then 
in the sense that Xv and )~r(V) can be so chosen in advance that this holds for 
almost all ~/ of the type described. 
This theorem can be taken from [4] since no fundamental modification 
is required for the proof to make it valid in our case. 
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We shall now begin to set up the formalism needed for the generalized 
Shimura correspondence. As has been already indicated, we are forced to 
do this on a somewhat ad hoc basis. 
Let ~: 2 ~ C ×, ;~: Z ° ~ C × be a quasicharacters such that ~. t = ~(. Let 
C(G, X) (resp. C(O, ~)) be the space of continuous functions on G (resp. G) 
so that 
(resp. 
q~(zg)=)~(z)-lq~(g) ( z~Z °, geG, qg6C(G, X)) 
qg(zg)=z(z) - l~o(g)  ( zEZ ,  gu(~,  q9 ~ C((~, ~)). 
Let S(G, )~) c C(G, X) (resp. S(t~, ~) c C((~, ~)) be the corresponding space 
of locally constant functions of compact support Z ° (resp. Z). 
Let now M be one of the spaces above. For ~0 E M, 6 E G define a~0 by 
%(x) = ~p(x~). 
Let M, be the subspace of M generated by all the q~ - a~0 (~o E M, 6 e G). 
Let now 
Note that the natural maps 
and 
are injections. Let 
thus 
Define the map 
by 
Mot b : M/M 1 . 
Sorb(O, 2)--'Corb(G,~) 
D,(x) = IR,(X)[F" Idet(x)l F °/2)("- 1)(r- t) 
On(X) -A(x )=A(xn) .  
t*: c(& ~) --, c(G, z) 
(t*q~)(x) = D~(x)" tp(t(x)). 
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Note that if t(x) is not defined then D,(x)= 0. It is easy to see that t*~0 is 
continuous. Moreover 
t*(a¢p) = ~(t*cp). 
Thus t* induces a map, also denoted by t*, 
t*: Co~b( t~, Z) ~ Corb(G, Z)- 
We have noted that So~b(G, ~) (resp. So~b(G, Z)) can be regarded as a sub- 
space of Co~b(O, ~) (resp. Corb(G, Z)). 
We shall base our approach to the Shimura correspondence on
PROPOSITION 4.5. (i) Let ~p e S(G, ~) be such that 
Supp(cp) c~ {7: A(y) = 0) = ~.  
Then t*(cp) ~ Sorb(G, Z). 
(ii) There exists an open compact subgroup K* of G so that if L* c K* 
is a open subgroup and OL ~ S(O, ~) is the function in S(G, ~) with support 
L*Z and OL I L* = 1 then 
t*((OL) e Sorb(G, Z)- 
Proof (i) In this case we take t*q~ ~ C(G, ;~) as defined above. The 
condition on the support implies that t*q~ has compact support modulo Z °. 
Hence t*~p represents an element of Sorb(G, Z). 
(ii) We fix a set of representatives ze H of solutions of z n = 1 taken 
modulo the action of W. We shall fix K ICG so that zaKlc~Z2Kl¢(2~ 
implies that zl = z2, and that z normalizes Kj for each z considered. We 
shall also suppose that z normalizes K 1. 
We fix for each T~ T an orbital integral Fr on G and correspondingly FT
on G so normalized that ~0 represents t*O if 
Fr(q~, x) = Fr((o, t(x)). 
We seek now ¢p(L z) supported on zK1 • Z ° so that for a torus T containing z
one has 
FT(~o~ z~, x) = P~((o~, t(x)). 
This needs only to be verified for x ~ (zK~-Z °) n T, and in particular, for 
x eZ°(z), the centralizer in G of x. We can write x=zu where 
u~K~Z°n T, thus a compact neighbourhood of 1 in T modulo Z °. By 
Theorem 4.l(ii) one has 
t (x)  = t(u); 
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thus we need 
F~(~o~), x)= P~(O~, t(u)). 
But by Corollary 1.7 one has that there exists ¢p(L ~) SO that 
F~(~I, ~)= P~(O~, t(u)) 
and hence we need to find q~) so that 
FT(@[ ), zu) = FTUPz" I1), u). 
This has reduced the problem to one inside G. We can also assume that 
~p(1) ~0~) are invariant under conjugation by GLARe). By a well-known L , 
reduction [8] this problem needs only to be solved in Z°(z). But here the 
assertion is a triviality. This proves the proposition. 
Let us denote by ~d ho~t~ orb ,  ;~) the subspace of Sorb(G, )~) generated by the 
functions of Proposition 4.5. Thus 
t*l K'adhocl~ Sorb( G, Z)" 
Naturally we expect hat 
t*(Sorb((~, ~)) ~ Sorb(G, Z) 
but, being unable to prove this, we introduce the space ~dhoot~ orb ,~, ~) as a 
substitute. We should observe that if V~ ..... V, are distinct representations 
of G with central character 2 and if for c~,..., c~ ~ C one has 
~'ad hoc( for all 0 e ~orb ~,  ~) then 
~-', CiZvi=O, 
i=1  
and consequently ci= 0 (1 ~<i~< t). This is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.3 and [8, Sect. 18]. It is probably worth noting at this point 
that when [nlF = 1 we expect rather more than t*(Sorb(G, ~) )c  SordG, Z) 
to hold. Namely, if H(G, Z), H(G, Z) and t~ are as in Section 3 then we 
expect hat 
t*(H(G*, Z*)) ~ H(G, Z) 
(in Sorb(G, ~) and Sorb(G, •), respectively) and that t*, t~ are inverse to one 
another 
t~ 
H(C,, ~) ~ H(G, ?~). 
t* 
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Now, let V be a admissible representation of G (resp. G) so that 2 
(resp. Z °) acts through ~ (resp. X)- Let ¢p e S(G, 2) (resp. S(G, X)) we define 
q~ve End(V) by 
q, vv= I ~o(g)gvag, 
where the integral is over G/Z (resp. G/Z°). We shall normalize the Haar 
measure on G/Z and G/Z ° so that 
meas~/2(R2/2) = Inr/(n, r -  1 + 2rc)l r 1/2 measa/zo(KZO/ZO). 
The justification of this normalization will be given in Proposition 5.7. 
Since V is admissible q~v has a trace and we write Trv(q~) for Tr(~0v). 
Then 
q~ Trv(q~) 
is a linear functional on S(G, :~) (resp. S(G, X) factoring through Sorb(¢~, ;~) 
(resp. Sorb(G , Z))- We thus regard Try as a functional on this space. 
Naturally we can write Trv(~p) in the form 
f zv(g) ~0(g) dg, 
where the integral is over (~/2 (resp. G/Z°), where X v is the character of V. 
It depends only on the class of V. For any linear functional 
L: Sorb(G , Z) --* C which we can write symbolically as 
q~w-~ f A(g) ~p(g) dg, 
we define t,L: Sorb((~, k') ~ C by 
(t,L)(99)= L(t*q~). 
We write t ,L as 
(t,A)( ~,) qg(~) d~. 
Thus if V is an admissible representation f G with central quasicharacter 
we have defined t,(Trv) and t.Zv. We recall that Zv can be represented by 
a locally integrable function. Note that t ,  depends on the normalization of 
the measures. 
Let IR(G, 2) be the set of classes of irreducible admissible representations 
of G with central quasicharacter 2, and ARo(G, 2) the set of classes of 
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admissible representations of G with central quasicharaeter ~. Let AR(G, ~) 
be then the set of classes of virtual admissible representations of G with 
central quasicharacter X. By taking n = 1 we have also defined IR(G, Z), 
ARo(G, )~), AR(G, Z)- 
We can now formulate our central conjecture, the generalized Shimura 
conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. There exists an injection 
t~: IR(G, ~)--* IR(G, Z) 
so that for VelR(G, ~) 
t ,  Tr,~(v) = Try; (t,)~,~(v) = )~v). 
Moreover if VeIR(G, )~) then there exists VEAr(G, ~), so that 
t,  T ry= Tr p(t,•v= ZP) 
and either V= 0 or + Ve IR(Cr, ~). 
Thus the map t ~ is not surjective but nevertheless t , is a left inverse 
t , :  Ar(G, Z) ~ AR(G, ~) 
to t ~. This has a kernel (we regard AR(G, )~) and AR(G, ~) as Grothendieck 
groups) the nature of which is not at all clear. 
Our objective is now to prove the last part of the conjecture in the case 
that V is a certain type of 1-dimensional representation. This we can only 
do subject o a further conjecture, taken from [10] which is formulated in 
terms ostensibly having nothing to do with metaplectic groups and which 
is strongly supported by the Langland's "philosophy." 
5. PREPARATIONS FOR THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we shall deal with three topics which will be needed in the 
proof of the theorem indicated above. The first of these deals with the 
behaviour of the Hecke algebra under t*, and the second with the 
behaviour of the inner product on characters under t,. Finally we shall 
study the analogue of the generalized Shimura correspondence for complex 
groups. In the case r = 2 Y. Flicker has shown that indeed t*(H(G, ~0) c 
H(G, X) and that t*, t~, 
t* 
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are inverse. This is shown by a direct computation based on the fact that 
for any TeT  there exists T leT  so that G= TI 'H'K.  Although the 
methods of [14] may provide some sort of substitute it appears that one 
has to approach this question indirectly. Here we shall sketch some partial 
results based one the techniques of [10]. 
First, we shall formulate the conjecture above as a family of statements 
concerning orbital integrals. If T= G is a maximal torus we let d'yg be a 
right-invariant measure on TG. For ¢p ~ H(G, Z), T a maximal torus and 
~ T we introduce the following statement, which we would like to prove 
HI(e, T, 4): d(t(~)) I~  (t,~o)(t(()~)d'~(~)=J(~) I~=~ o(¢~)d'~;, 
where HI means Hecke Integral. Then one has the general result: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. One has that HI(q~, H, 4) holds for all q~EH(G,z), 
~ H, ~ regular. 
Proof Let us denote the left-hand side of the identity to be proved by 
P(t(¢),ttq9), and the right-hand by F(~,(o). Let ~o:B.2--,c x be a 
quasicharacter and we form V(~o) as before. Then by the Weyl integration 
formula 
1 
(;tg(~), t~o ) =~. ~./C- 2Azv(~)(h ) F(h, t~p) ~nh, 
where 3H is a Haar measure on/~/z~ so that d~ so that d~ is the quotient 
of flog by 3n where R2/2 has measure 1 with respect o ~. The map induced 
by hw-~ t(h), H/Z°~ ffI/Z has image/ ] ,Z /Z ,  that is, the support of Alv(o~ ).
Denote this map also by t. Let dn be the measure on H/Z ° defined on G/Z ° 
as ~n was on G/Z. We shall verify that 
<Zg(~o), t~aJ) =E-c '  z ° AZgt~o)(t(h)) F(t(h), t,q~) dnh, 
where 
e = [B :  fI.2] -1/2. 
Let us assume this for the moment; then by [i1, Proposition 1.5.6] we see 
that 
(~v(o), t~o) =Iu/z ° (w  t)(h)F(t(h), t,q~), dHh. 
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But co. t is quasicharacter of H and one has likewise 
<;~v(o,-,), ~o> =f  (co. t)(h)F(h, q~)duh. 
z/_/ z  0 
The left-hand sides of these are equal by Proposition 3.6; then the right- 
hand sides are equal, and so the required equality follows. 
It therefore follows that we have only to check the assertion about the 
Haar measures. To do this one notes that by the Iwasawa decomposition 
one can represent/4~G by N+K and it follows easily that 
meas(/~ c~ RZ/2)  = 1, 
meas(H c~ KZ°/Z °) = 1, 
with respect o d/~ and da, respectively. Thus consider t: H/Z ° ~ ffI/~. One 
can easily verify from [-11, Lemma0.3], that the index of the image of 
H c~ KZ°/Z ° under t in / lc~ ~;Z/2 is 
[HK: H,,K" ZK] = [HK: H,,K] ' [-ZK: Z,,K] --1 
=b r' (n, r -  1 +2rc) -1 
= [H:  HnZ]  1/2, 
where 
HK=H~K,  
H,,K = Hn n K, 
From this the assertion follows. 
ZK=Zc~K 
Zn, K = Z ° ~ Hn, K. 
One can hereby see that the main difficulty will be in verifying 
HI(q~, T, 4) when T is elliptic. We shall use the results of [10] to make 
some progress with the case when ¢p is the unit elements of H(G, Z). Call 
this q~l; then t~ q~l is the unit element of H((~, ~). ~01 is that element suppor- 
ted on KZ ° and t~01 us supported on KZ. 
We recall some definitions from [10]. Let keK.  Then k is called m- 
semisimple (m-ss) if ka= I for some a e Y, (a, q )= 1. Also k is called m- 
unipotent (m-uni) if k qu ~ I as N ~ oo. 
In [10, Lemma 3.2] it is shown that an analogue of the Jordan decom- 
position holds, namer that any k e K can be written uniquely as k = su 
where s is m-ss and u is m-uni, and s, u commute. Note that this also 
corresponds to the Teichmiiller decomposition. 
We shall now reformulate a special case of the conjecture of [10, 
Sect. 4]. We let ElF be an unramified extension, Let m = [E : F] and let 
X: F × ~ C × be a character associated by class-field theory to ElF. 
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Let leN,  l~>1. Let q~E (resp. (])F) be the characteristic function of 
GL1(RE) in GLt(E) (resp. of GLIm(RF) in GLtm(F)). We embed GLt(E ) in 
GLIm(F) so that GLt(RE) is contained in GLt,,,(RF). We fix Haar measures 
on GLt(E)/E × and GLt,,(F)/F × so that GLI(RE) E×/E × and 
GLlm(RF) F×/F × have measure 1. 
Let ~ ~ GLt(E) be an elliptic regular element. Define fi(~) to be u(~) '~- 1 
(as in Sect. 2, especially Theorem 2.1(v)), if R(~)¢0. We shall only need 
this in the case that ¢ ~ GLt(RE) and ~ is m-unipotent. Let A E (resp. AF) be 
the Weyl factor on GLI(E) (resp. GLIm(F)). 
Denote by BC(E/F, l) (Base Change) the following assertion: 
BC(E/F, l): For all m-unipotent, regular elliptic ~ ~ GLt(E ) one has with 
the notations and conventions above 
fi(~). AE(~) IaC,(E)/ex q)E(~ g) dg ' 
= AF(~) fGL,~(F)/FX I(det(g)) q)F(¢ g) dg. 
This is not known in general. However, BC(E/F, 1) is, in view of 
Corollary2.2, [-10, Theorem3.1]. Moreover BC(E/E,I) is clearly true. 
With these two extreme cases one can derive some results of interest. 
The main result is now: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let ~ ~ GLr(RF) be decomposed as ~ = su where s is m-ss, 
u is m-uni as above. Suppose that the centralizer of s n is isomorphic to 
I-Ij GLrj(F:) and suppose the j'th component of s" is OJ. Let Ej= F:(O]/"). 
Then Ej/F: is ramified; let mj = [Ei: F:] and l: = rJmj. Suppose ~ is elliptic 
regular in Z(s"); it determines a torus T in GLr(F). Then HI(q~l, T, 3) holds 
if BC(Ei/FI, l,) holds for each i. 
Before we move on to the proof of this we remark the following: 
THEOREM 5.3. One has that HI((Pl, T, 4) holds for GLr and all T, ~ if it 
holds for all r' <~ r and T elliptic. 
From these two one can make some deductions. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let N be the least common multiple of aH composite 
k<~r. Then if(n, N) = 1 one has that HI(q~l, T, 4) holds for all T, ~. 
Unfortunately such partial results do not suffice for our purposes. We 
thus introduce 
HYPOTHESIS BC. For every unramified extension E/F and 1>~ 1 the 
statement BC(E/F, l) holds. 
607/60/2-7 
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This is rather more than we actually need but is the most natural 
statement which one expects to hold, as is discussed in [10]. We can 
therefore formulate the corollary which we shall actually use. 
COROLLARY 5.5. I f  Hypothesis 
maximal tori T ~ G and ~ • T. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. 
to prove 
BC holds then HI((Pm , T, ~) for all 
Let us note that to prove HI(~0~, T, ~) it suffices 
(Oo(t(~)~)dT=zJ(~) fG 9o(~)d~, 
/z  o 
where 0o is supported on R, is 1 on K* and q%(i)(~) g) = q%(g) e(~), and ~0o 
is the characteristic function of K. We shall examine the left-hand side. We 
have that the m-decomposition of ~" (=p(t(~)) is s'.u'.  By [10, 
Lemma 3.2] the integral on the left can be restricted to Z(s')  'K; the same 
is true on the right since Z(s)c Z(s"). By the definition of the m-decom- 
position u, u" lie in Z(s"). 
We can replace the integral ~G/zo...d7 by fZ(s")/Centre fK''" dk'd7 (both 
Haar measures). The integral over K can be carried out at once. We now 
note that 
t(¢) = fi(~) • x(~)" 
= ~(~)- ~(s")- K(~"). 
If Z(s") is as above, and if 7 • Z(s") has components (71,--., Y,)- Then 
x(s")r = x(s")-e((deto(sn), deto(7))tF+2C" l~ (e((0j, detj(Tj))6) 1, 
J 
where det ° is the determinant GLr(F) --* F × and detj is that GLrj(Fj) ~ Fj × -
This follows by a variation on [11, Proposition 0.1.5]. Moreover, deto(s n) 
is an nth power. Note that EJFj is unramified by construction. 
Next note that (u")~eK if and only if u~eK since In[v= 1 and u is m- 
unipotent. Thus x(u') ~ • R if and only if u r • K. If we write the components 
of u in Z(s')~-I]GLrj(Fj) as (ul,...,ut) then u~eK if and only if 
u~J • GLrj(R6) for all j. 
Let sj be the component of s in Z(s"). Let Aj be the Weyl factor for 
GLrj(Fj). One has 
~(¢) = H ~j(ujsj), 
J 
~(~"1 = I ]  ~j(uj). 
J 
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Thus the equation which we want to prove is 
efi(~)' I~ Aj(uj) fp e((Oj, detj(~j))6)- 'q~od(U~ j) dTj 
j GLs(FJ) 
= I] A+(+sj) I ¢o,j((ujsjFO &j, 
j PGLrj(Fj ) 
where tpo, j is the characteristic function of GLrj(R6). By Theorem 2.1(iv) 
and BC(EJFj, lj) it suffices to show 
: Aj(ujsj) I;~/F~) q'O,~'((UjSy') &S' 
where ~O'o,j is the characteristic function of GLb(R~) in GLo(Ej), and Aj is 
the Weyl factor in GLo(Ej). Here one uses [10, Lemma 3.2] again and the 
relation 
~j(ujsj): A)(uj), 
which is easily varified. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. This is now clear. 
Proof of Corollary 5.4. We use the notations of the statement of 
Theorem 5.2. One has that mj[n and Z ljmj = r. Suppose that for some j
one had lj > 1, ms > 1. Then ljmj would be less than r and composite. By 
assumption one then has (ljmj, n)= 1_ But mj[n and so ms= 1. This con- 
tradiction show that l i = 1 or mj = 1. As we remarked above BC(EJFj, lj) is 
then true. Hence HI(qb, T, ~) follows. 
Proof of Corollary 5.5. This is also clear. 
We now turn to the justification of the normalizations of the Haar 
measures used in the formulation of the generalized Shimura correspon- 
dence in Section 4. We shall do this by showing that t,  preserves the inner 
product on characters. We shall begin with a formula for t,Z, useful in 
itself. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let  
c = (n/(n, r -  1 + 2rc)).lnr/(n, r -  1 + 2rC)lF m. 
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if g is regular in G. 
A(g) ' ( t ,X)(g)  =c" (~x(7) 2(z) 
t(7)~ = 
y(mod Z °) 
Remark. 1. If H is as before and H ,  is a maximal abelian subgroup of 
/~ then 
c = [H 'H ,  3. 
2. The second factor in the expression defining c is the factor relating 
the measures on ~/2  and G/Z °. 
We shall write 
where 
C:CI 'C2~ 
cL=n/(n,r-  l + 2rc), c2=lnr(n,r-- l + 2rc)]F l/2. 
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Let 0 E S(G, ~) and ~0 ~S(G, Z) be such that 
~p = t'q3 in Sorb(G, g). By definition we have 
f~/z °X(g) q~( g ) dG/zo g = fc/2 ( t , X)( g ) (o( g ) dg/~ g. 
Choose a Haar measure on G/T, d'r, for a representative s t of tori. Let 
F(~o, ~)=A(¢) ' fa  ~o(¢~)d'r7, 
/ r  
F((P, 4)-- A(~) IG 0(30 d~7, 
/T 
Then our assumption is that 
f(~o, ¢)= f(~o, t(¢)). 
(~  T), 
(~  ~). 
By the Weyl integration formula what we have to prove is 
~ W-~ fr/zo(3X)(u)" F(~°, u)- dr u 
~/~e (Jt, X)(u) P((o, u) ~ru. 
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Here dr is a Haar measure on T/Z ° so that d~ is the quotient of the 
original Haar measure on G/Z ° by dT. Likewise we define fret SO that d~- is 
the quotient of the original Haar measure on ~/Z  by d r. Now note that 
7" /~ T/Z and that T/Z ~ T/Z ° is a finite covering map. The definition of 
t ,X  we now put in the form 
1 
It follows that there exists a constant C(T) > 0 so that for u e T, 
= c(r)-  2 
t(~, )z = u 
~T,  zE2  
T(mod Z O) 
We have to compute C(T) and to show that it is c2- This necessitates a 
closer analysis of the Haar measures involved. 
Suppose co is a differential volume form on G/Z °. This induces a measure 
Icol on G/Z ° and also a measure on the finite covering 
~/2- -~G/Z~G/Z  °, 
which we denote by #. Suppose [co I = dG/zo. We show now that 
d~/2 = c3 ~, 
where 
c3 = (n, r _  l + 2rc) [ nr 2(n, r -  l + 2rc)l~/2) . 
The degree of the covering map is [Z  ° : Z].  The preimage of KZ° /Z  ° con- 
sists of n/(n, r -  1 + 2re) translates of KZ/Z. Thus the/~-measure of KZ/Z  is 
(n/n, r -  1 + 2re) 1J-Z° : Z ]  measG/zo(KZ°/Z °) 
= (n/(n, r-- 1 + 2rc))-l(n/n, r - -  1 + 2rc)) 2 [n/(n, r-- 1 + 2rC)IF 1. 
x [nr/(n, r-- 1 + 2rC)lF/2 meas&~(R2/2)  
= ca meas~/2(K2/Z), 
as asserted. 
One has also 
c3 l=c ' ln  r 1IF. 
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With respect o co one can easily compute the Jacobian of t: G/Z ° ~ G/Z; it 
is, at x, 
Inr-l lF. (A(xn)/A(x) ) 2. 
Thus the pull-back of de/e by t is 
c3 In r- 1IF (A(xn)/A(x))2dG/zoX = e-a(A(xn)/A(x)) 2 dG/zox. 
We now go back to the situation at the beginning of the proof. Choose @ 
with support in the regular set of G; then we can take q~ to be 
~o( g) = ( A( g')/A( g) ) (p( t( g) ). 
By Jacobi's transformation formula one has 
f X(g) q)(g) da/z°g= Ja f A(g') A(g)- l 'X(g)'Cp(t(g)) da/zog /z o 
/zo A(t(g)-~ 'c \ A(g),] da/z°g 
Cp(g) d =c Z 
/2  T: t(7) = g 
From this we see that C(T)=c. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Now recall that an elliptic torus T of G is one such that T/Z ° is compact 
in the quotient opology. Let X~, X2 be two class functions on G with the 
same central character which are locally integrable and locally constant on 
the regular set. We define the inner product 
IX1, X2]a = ~ W(T)-I  " meas(T/Z o) ~ A(t)2Zl(t) ~2(t). drt, 
T JT /Z  ° 
where W(T) is the order of the Weyl group of T in G and the sum is taken 
over all elliptic tori. Likewise we define the analogous inner product [ ,  ] 
in the case of G. 
Let Z be a class-function on G with the properties above; then the fun- 
damental fact which justifies the choice of measures is: 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Suppose [ZI, X2]a is defined. Then one has 
[ t ,  Zl, t ,Z2]c = [Z~, Z2]c- 
Proof We consider the map T/Z ° --* T/Z induced by t. We claim that 
this is injective if T is elliptic. 
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To prove this we note that T-~ E × where E is an extension field of degree 
r of F. Suppose x~, x2 map to the same element. Then x7 = x~Z where 
Z~ F ×"/C . . . .  1+2rc). This is equivalent to 
(x 1/X2) ( . . . .  1 + 2rc) E F×. 
Since ( r , (n , r - l+2rc ) )= l  it then follows that x l /x2~F × since 
[E :F ]  =r.  Thus xl and x2 represent he same element of T/Z °. This 
proves the claim. 
From this and Proposition 5.6 we see that t ,Z on T supported on 
t(T)" 2 and 
{t,z)(t(~))=c3z(~).~(C) '. 
Thus the T-term in the expression defining [-, ]6 is 
1 1 ~/z (t,Zl)(X). (t,z~)(x) ~(x) ~ d~x. 
W(T) meas(T/~) 
Let 
Z~ = {xI~Z°:  x~F×"}.  
If U is a set of representatives of Z/Z ,  then the integrand is supported on 
t(T/Z°) • U. We parametrize the integral by t (~)u  (¢~T/Z  °, u~ U). Let 
dr = t*- dr be the pull-back. Then the integral becomes 
1 meas(T/Z °) 1 ~ Xl(~)" Z2(~) A(~) 2 dr~ 
W( T) " meas(~/2) meas( T/Z °) JT/zo 
and so we have to show that 
meas(T°/Z °) c2 
meas(~/2) = 1. 
Since t(T/Z °) is of index 
[E × :E×,F×n/( . . . .  1 + 2re)'] 
in T/Z we see that 
meas( T/Z °) - [E × .EXn.  F×n/(n,r-l+Zrc)] -1 
= [E × :E×, ] - I .  [E×,.F×,/( . . . .  1+2rc) : E×,]_ 
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The argument which showed that t: T/Z  ° ~ 7"/Z is injective showed 
E ×n c~ F ×n/(n'r-  1 + 2re) = F×n.  
Thus the quotient above is equal to 
[E×:E×, ] - I . [F×, / ( , , r  1+2rc) : F×, ] 
= (n 2 In l{a) - J ' (n ,  r -  1+2rc) 2 [(n, r -  1 +2rC)[g 1 
= (n/(n, r-- 1 + 2re))--' ]nZ/(n, r--  1 +2rc)[ x 
~-C 2 
as required. 
Since the norm with respect o [ ,  ] o or [ ,  ] c of a character of a square- 
integrable representation is 1 (cf. [9, p. 481]) this is in accord with the 
generalized Shimura correspondence. 
We need another consequence of Proposition 5.6. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let co be a quasicharacter of  H and let V(co) be the 
corresponding induced representation of  G. Assume that coZ°= Z. I f  o3 can be 
written as Co. t (NZ = ~), then one has 
otherwise 
In particular 
t ,  Z v(o,) = Z v(~) ;
t ,  Z v(~) = O. 
t'[ v(~5)] = [ v(~5. t)], 
for all Co. 
Proof  This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.6, the sub- 
sequent remarks and [ 11, Proposition 1.5.6]. 
Finally we turn to representations of complex groups. We shall prove 
one very limited result, precisely that which is needed for our applications. 
Note that we shall speak rather loosely about representations of GLr(C) 
rather than about Harish-Chandra modules. In particular we shall speak 
of c.haracters of such representations without further analysis. 
Since the metaplectic overing splits over GL,(C) we can talk about 
representations of this without any further reference to the covering. We 
shall define V(co) to be the principal series representation. If co is dominant 
let V0(co ) be the unique irreducible quotient of V(co). Let/t be the modulus 
quasicharacter of H. 
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PRoeosmoN 5.9. (i) One has 
tz¢ Z V(co) = V(c°l) / f  0 )=(3)  1 
otherwise. 
(ii) Denote by 1 the trivial one-dimensional representation. Then one 
has 
t ,g  I : Zvo(u~/,). 
(iii) Suppose that one has a relation of the form 
Z a (V) t ,Zv=Z b(V) Z;, 
V 
where V (resp. V) runs through the set of irreducible representations having 
the same infinitesimal character as 1 (resp. V(#~/~)). Then 
a(1) = b(Vo(~/")). 
Proof (i) is quite analogous to Proposition 5.6. 
To prove (ii) we shall compute both sides and demonstrate their 
equality. We evaluate them at x e H. By the Weyl character formula one 
has 
3Zl(x) = 
Herep is ,  as in [11], ½~=>o 
roots. Let ~ denote the set of 
Z /~(W1) /~(W2) xwlp" xv"2P 
Wl,W 2 ~ W 
Z y~ ~(w') xW~ -:~'w'~. 
w~W w'~W 
7, where c~ runs through the set of positive 
all roots. We define 
w.={w~W,(~,p 
where ( , )  denotes the Killing 
-wp)=-O (mod n) for all f le ~b}, 
form. Let further 
A,,= {h~HI hi=hi if i - j (modn)} .  
Let Mn be the centralizer of A,, in GLr(C). Let 
~= {~¢ I (~, f l ) -0  (mod n) for a l l /~  ~}. 
Then H c M~ and ~ is a set of roots for M~, and W~ is the corresponding 
Weyl group. Now 
At ,Z I= Z ~ ~(W')Xw((1/'t)p)'~w((I/n)w'p), 
w~ w w'E Wn 
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which is a formal way of writing 
Y~ Z ~(w')x w"v~<o-w'p)) Ixl~/~)ww'°, 
weWw'eWn 
with [X[c = x~. This expression for At,)~l is the one which we shall use. We 
now need to develop a character formula for Vo(#l/"). We claim that this 
representation is indr~.(/l~TM.), where Hn is a parabolic subgroup with Levi 
component M,,  and/~G/M° = #G/(#~4.) n, where #a (resp. Mn) is the modulus 
quasicharacter of G (resp. M,). The quotient extends a quasicharacter of
Mn. To verify the statement we observe first that by the standard techni- 
ques indr~.(#~TM.)is irreducible. Second, let us note that indr~.(#~TM,) has 
the same infinitesimal character as V(#~/~); this will follow from the com- 
putation of the character of the representation which we shall carry out 
below. Finally, ind~.(#~fM.) contains a U~-invariant vector, and this iden- 
tifies it amongst all the representations which occur as subquotients of 
V(I~ 1/") as V0(#l/"). 
To compute the character of this representation is standard; it follows 
the same pattern as in [7]. One obtains for AZvo(u~/.l(x) 
w e W/  w,, 
1 Let p ,=~ ~ .. . .  o ~. Then we can represent A~(x) as 
Z Z 
,,,' ~ W.  w' ~ W.  
since, W,, being generated by transpositions, the restriction of e to W. is 
the signum function for W.. Combining all these we obtain 
w E W/ .  w' E W.  w" ~ W.  
But (p,,/n)-(p/n) is invariant under W.; thus the last term simplifies to 
fcw.~,(w,,((i/.)p) (~/.)p). If we combine the two outer summations we obtain 
Y, Z 
w ~ W w" ~ W,, 
This is what we claimed above. This shows that the character formula 
holds and that the infinitesimal character is what we claimed it to be. 
We still have to prove (iii). We do this by means of the theory of 
spherical functions. Let ~o be a biinvariant function on G under K= U,, 
with central character Z-~ and of compact support modulo Z. Then we 
define t~ ~0 by 
A(h) 
(t,cp)(h) = n -~-  x) A(hl/n ) ¢p(h '/'~) 
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when heHia ,  h i>O (1 <<.i<~r), and h TM satisfies the same condition. On 
(~= G×#,(C)  we shall use the measure  n - ( r - l )  dg, where dg is the Haar 
measure on G. By the theory of spherical function (cf. I-7]) one has that if 
2(~0, w) is the eigenvalue of q~ on a U,-invariant vector of V(co) (~olZ = X) 
then 
2(t~qJ, c~)= £(~p, ~5- t). 
Thus t~ acts as an algebra homomorphism, as in Section 3, and in par- 
ticular one has 
( t , L  t~q~) = (L  q~>. 
We can now apply this to our case. As the only V on the left-hand side of 
the given equality which has a K-invariant vector is 1 we obtain for the 
action of this side on t~ ~p precisely 
a(1)<Z1 , qg>. 
Likewise the only term on the right-hand side corresponding to a represen- 
tation with a K-invariant vector is Vo(#I/"). Thus the action of this on t~q~ 
is 
b(Vo(~/~)) <Z~0~/o~, t, 0>_ 
From our character formula we finally obtain 
a(1 ) = b(Vo( lg/"))  
as required. 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we shall prove a theorem which describes the character of 
a representation of the type Vo(cO) subject to Hypothesis BC. Although our 
theorem is of a local nature we shall have to assume Hypothesis BC for all 
residual characteristics. The reason for this is that the proof is of a global 
nature, being based on the Selberg trace formula. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let  ~9: HnZ~ C × be an except ional  quasicharacter with 
I p , (F )  injective. Let  o9 = # - 1. o9. t: H ~ C × ; this extends to a quasicharac- 
ter o f  G. Then under Hypothesis  BC we have 
~x v0~(x) = a- ~ ~(z) w(~) ~(~)0 
~ G, ~(rnod z°) 
ze2, x=z.t(~) 
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where Z= Co lZ and 
a = (n/(n, r -  1 + 2rc))In~/(n, r -  1 + 2rc)lF 1/2. 
This yields, by Ell, Theorem 1.5.3] the following corollary, which was 
our motivation for Theorem 6.1. 
COROLLARY 6.2_ Under Hypothesis BC we have 
dim Wh(Vo(c5), e) a =n.r---5 2 J(z). 
2E/ /  
Z n -  1 
Let us denote the assertion to be proved by SC(r, c). First, we shall make 
an observation which underlies the entire proof. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose r' > r are positive integers. Let s = r' - r. Let 
t I , . . . ,  t s ~ Z and c, c' ~ Z with 
( )" 2c+1--- l + ~ tj (2c' + l ) -  ~ t} (mod 2n). 
Then SC(r', c') implies SC(r, c). In particular if r' > r then SC(r', O) implies 
SC(r, c). 
Proof We embed GLr(F) into GLr,(F) by (o o 
g~_. det(g) 'x 
0 - -det(g) ts l  
This induces a metaplectic overing of GLr(F) from that of GLr,(F) with 
parameter c'_ A simple computation shows that c is determined by the for- 
mula in the statement. 
The image of GLr(F) is contained in the standard parabolic subgroup 
with partition (r, 1, 1,..., 1). Denote by M the Levi component, by U the 
unipotent radical of this group, and by H = MU the group itself. Let ru be 
the associated Jacquet functor. 
From [-11, Theorem 1.2.9] we deduce that if 1/0(o5) is an exceptional 
representation of GLr,(F) then r~z(Vo(CO)) is a sum of a finite number of 
copies of the corresponding exceptional representation. The restriction to 
the image of GLr(F) will split further but into a finite number of equivalent 
representations, which are exceptional. 
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On the other hand the character of r~(Vo(co)) can be determined by 
Theorem 4.4 on a subset S of 217I such that if 2M is the centre of M then 
S 2~t =/1~. This can be further restricted to the image of GL~(F). A simple 
computation shows that this process applied to the proposed expression for 
Al.vo<~)(x) yields, up to a constant multiple, an analogous expression. Thus 
the validity of SC(r', c') would imply, up to a constant multiple, the 
validity of SC(r, c) for a related quasicharacter co'. 
We can now verify that the a and co in the proposed expression are 
correctly chosen. To see this we shall apply Theorem 4_4 to the proposed 
formula and verify the validity of the resulting formula. The coinvariants 
relative to/~ of Vo(Co) are ind~/.(~'°Co) with character 
[H :  H , ]  ~°Co(x) 
for x e H ,Z .  The process of Theorem 4.4 applied to A(x) yields p(x). Thus 
we require for x • H ,Z ,  
w°CO(x)[H:H, ]=a"  ~ (J~(X) ~(~) 1 
~ H. ~(mod Z 0) 
= a .  n r -  1. Co(x) .  t4x)  -2/" ,  
since e) = w°e) by construction, and so CO/woco =/~2/,,. Thus a = n I - r [H  : H , ] ,  
which is equivalent to the given formula. 
Finally, to prove the last statement, note that with t l=C*, 
t2 = "" = ts = 0, c' = 0 one obtains c = c*. Thus SC(r', 0) implies SC(r, c). 
We can now explain the principles of the proof of Theorem 6_1 in more 
detail. We shall prove the statement SC(r, 0) for r= 1 (rood 2n), r prime. 
By Proposition 6.3 this will suffice. 
To apply the Selberg trace formula we shall take a totally imaginary 
global field k with a place v such that k~,~F. Let D be a k-division algebra 
of rank r 2. We shall construct a n-fold metaplectic overing of D~, the 
associated adelic group. We shall assume that D is unramified at v and we 
shall arrange the covering so that it is a globalization of the given cover of 
GLr(kv). 
The metaplectic group shall split over D ~. The idea is then that we shall 
compare the Selberg trace formulae for (D × )*\D~ and D × \ /~ .  We shall 
then show how the one-dimensional representations of D~ trivial on D × 
can be isolated. Then we shall show that the corresponding term in the 
trace in the (D ×)*\D~ expression arises from a single representation. 
Let then D be as above and let l/k be a Galois extension of degree r
which splits D. Let ~ (k) be the set of places of k and let SD be the set of 
ramified places of D. We shall assume that v ~ SD. To see that such a D 
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exists we can argue as follows. Let p be the rational prime divisible by v. 
We now choose a rational prime P with P =- 1 (mod rp) and also that P 
does not divide the discriminant of k. It follows that k(#p)/k is a cyclic 
extension of degree P -  1 and that v splits completely in this extension. We 
let l/k be the subfield such that Gal( / /k)~ Cr, the cyclic group of order r. 
Now, let )~ be a nontrivial character of Gal(l/k). We fix now a place u of k 
which neither ramifies nor splits at all in 1 and we fix 0 E k × such that 
ord,(0) = 1, ordv(0)=0. Then it follows from [-24, XII-2], Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 1 that the cyclic algebra over k formed from l/k, X and 0 (cf. 1-24, 
IX-4]) is a division algebra, D. The order of the Hasse invariants of D are 
1 or r, at u and v since r is prime. 
We know that by construction l/k is a splitting field for D. It therefore 
follows that we have an embedding of the corresponding adelic groups 
D~ ~ GLr(IA). 
If we form the n-fold metaplectic over of GLr(lA) with c = 0 we can con- 
struct a covering of D~ by restriction. The restriction of this to D :  
(= (D ®k k~)×) when this is GLr(k,,) is the metapleetic over of order n 
and e = 0, as a simple computation shows. This yields also a metaplectic 
cover of D~ in the case that u is ramified, that is when D~ is a division 
algebra over k~. 
By construction the covering of D]  will split over D ×. We denote the 
covering of D~ as usual by D~.  Let us note that we can also restrict t from 
to 
CLr(/w) ~ CLr(~w) 
D 2 ~ D:  
and, by Theorem 2_l(iii) this restriction agrees with the construction of t 
given in Section 4 if u is not ramified. Thus we can define t,j at all places u 
of k. Moreover, by Theorem 2.1 there is on a certain Borel subset Dora 
defined by local conditions a function 
tA: D~a ~D~ 
and by the reciprocity law for the Hilbert symbol one has 
tA(D × ) ~ (D × )*, 
where (D × )* is the lift of D × to D A . Moreover the complement of Do, A 
has measure zero. 
We form a Tamagawa measure on D] /Z  °, where Z ° is the centre of 
D~.  This we write as (~) dgu. By our assumptions the centre of D]  is Z °. 
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We form a measure on DJ/Z ° globally as the same measure as that used 
on DA/Z °, to which this group is isomorphic. We shall however consider 
this measure as 
u 
and we shall write dg, for Inl~ I~-w2 dg=. 
We shall now consider a quasicharacter ~ of 2 ° trivial on (D × )*n  2 °. 
Let e be an injective character of/~,(k) and suppose that 
I c. 
Let Z = ;~ t. We shall consider pairs of functions (~0, ~) where ~o = @ ~0 u is 
a function on D~, ~ = @ ~ is a function on/33 such that 
(i) q~(zg)=z(z ) lqg(g)(zGZ°) and (9(zg)=~(z)-l(o(g) (ze2°A). 
(ii) For almost all u ~p, (resp. qSu) is the unit element of the Hecke 
algebra H(G~,, Z,,) (resp. H(Gu, ~,)). 
(iii) For all finite u q~ (resp. ~)  is locally constant modulo Z ° (resp. 
2°). 
(iv) For all infinite u q~ (resp. ~)  is a spherical function which is 
smooth and of compact support modulo Z ° (resp. 2o). 
(v) There exists a place Uo such that the support of ~o.0 (resp. ~0) is 
contained in {g~G,, o I A (g )¢0} (resp. {gCG~0 ]Ll(p(g))¢0}).  
There is still one condition to be verified. To explain this we need a little 
more notation. Let T~ D × be a torus (which we regard as Gk where G is 
the corresponding algebraic group). Then we can form a Haar measure of 
product type on TA/Z°A and the quotient Tk\T.~/Z°A has finite measure; 
indeed it is compact. We use the same measure on TA/Z °. These measures 
we write as @ dx,. 
Corresponding to these one can form quotient measures on TA\GA, 
TA\GA, l ' ,\Gu which shall be denoted by d'vg or d'rg~. The last condition 
which we have is the following: 
(vi) Let u ~ ~ (k) and let 7 ~ T, be such that 7 n is regular; then one 
should have 
~J(Y);7; q~u(g-aTg) d'Tg=A(t(~))f Ou(g at(y)g)d'Tg. 
\Gu Tu\Gu 
In our previous language this means that t*(0u) = q~u in the sense discussed 
in Sections 4, 5. We should note here that in view of the formulae quoted at 
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the end of Section 5 that if u is a complex place and q~u, ~u are spherical 
functions on GLr(C) such that 
~o~(h) = ~- ' -1  ~(h)  zj(hl/n-------- ~ fp(h 1/n) 
and the measures are normalized as above then indeed Condition (vi) is 
verified at u. That (v) should hold is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 4.5(i). That (ii) and (vi) should be compatible would follow 
from Hypothesis BC as follows from Corollary 5.5. 
After these preparation we can discuss the Selberg Trace Formula itself. 
We assume now that ~ and thus also ~ is unitary. We form in the usual 
fashion L2(D×\D~, Z) and L2((D×)*\ff)~, Z) which are the spaces of 
automatic functions with central character ;~ (resp. ~) square-integrable on
D×\D~/Z°A (resp. (D × )* \b~/2o) .  As is also usual ~0 (resp. ~) defines an 
integral operator of trace class. The trace can be given as a sum over con- 
jugacy classes in D × (resp (D × )*), following the now standard method of 
Selberg. This is rather simple in this case since D×\D~/Z° A and 
(D × , × o ) \Da/Z A are compact and since, by condition (v), all the nonzero 
summands can be assumed to correspond to regular elements. Thus the 
trace of ~o is equal to 
~ A(y) f  q~(g-17g ) , o d T g meas( Tk\ TA/ZA ), 
T y ~ 71~ "sTA\qA 
where T is summand onver a set representatives of conjugacy classes of 
maximal tori in G/k, W represents the Weyl group of T in G T w the 
quotient of T by W and A(7) = I],~r~k) A~(7) is the product of the Weyl 
factors over all places. Note here that A(7) = 1, by the product formula. 
Likewise the trace of ~ is equal to 
~ A(~)~ O(g-~(s(~))g) ' • o drg meas(TkTA/Za), 
where s : D ;  ~ D~ is the lifting map. This can be analyzed further since the 
integrand will vanish unless 7 is of the form 6nz with 6 ~ TA and z e Z °. 
Using the fact that (r, n )= 1 one deduces by taking determinants that z 
may be assumed to be of the form z, z~, where zl e Z~. Combining z2 with 
6 shows that there exists Zl ~ Z~ so that z~-l' ? E Tk and is an nth power in 
TA. This means that zi~17 is an nth power in Tk and hence we can find 
zl e Z °, 71 e Tk so that s(y)=s(z l )"  t(Vl). Clearly any other representation 
of this form s(?) = s(z2)" t(y2) satisfies 
3/2= (~" W' ~1, Z2~-W n 'z l ,  
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where 5" = 1 and w s Z °. Since D is a division algebra Tk is of the form l~ 
where l~/k is an extension of degree r. Thus 6 e Z~, and we can take 6 = 1. 
Hence we have that the formula for the trace can be rewritten as 
~ A(7~) [ ~o(g-l't(F1)g)d'Tg'meas(Tkra/z°a). 
r ~t ~ H/~ ~rA\GA 
By condition (vi) this is the same us the expression given by the Selberg 
trace formula for the trace of the operator induced by cp on L2(D~ \D~, Z). 
We suppose that L2(D~\Dj,z)  (resp. L2((D~)*\/3~,)~)) can be 
decomposed as Z n(V)" V (resp. Z g((f')~'), where V (resp. V) are 
irreducible automorphic representations and n(V) (resp./~(f')) is the 
corresponding multiplicities. Moreover V can be decomposed in the usual 
fashion as @ V~ and F" as @ ~'~, where the latter tensor product is a 
restricted one relative to C[#,(k)]  (cf. [11, II.1, II.2]). 
We therefore obtain from the comparison of the two Selberg trace for- 
mulae that 
1-I <zvo, 0o5 
V v 
= y, , (v ) .  13 <zv0,  0o5. (1) 
V v 
Now, let us consider GLr(k®Q R)= G~. Let U denote the centre of the 
universal enveloping algebra of the complexification of the Lie algebra of 
the real Lie group Goo. Thus U is a graded algebra; let U,, be the set of 
elements of degree m. Let Voo = @ vloo V~, ~'~o = @ ~1oo ~'~, cp~ = @ ~1~ cp~, 
qS~ = @ ~b~ ~-  We have for v[oo 
<zvo, = <t,zvo,  o5. 
Let D = (Do)e Urn. Let 2v: U~ C be the infinitesimal character of a com- 
plex representation V. Then by Proposition 5.9(i) and the fact that the 
V(co) generate the Grothendieck group of smooth representations of
GLr(C) one has 
Write 
H (t.)~v~,D~o.>=m H <Z~o,~o>- 
~1~ v v l~ 
2v~(D) = H 2v~(D.). 
607/60/2-8 
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Hence replacing ~ in the formula (1) we see that 
v 
V v 
But U is a polynomial algebra and it is now a classical moment problem to 
reformulate this as saying that (1) remains valid if we fix a homomorphism 
A: U~ C and sum the left-hand side over V with 2e= A and the right- 
hand side over V with 
Av~IU~=m-~.A IU~.  
In particular we take A so that 2v has the type of the homomorphism 
associated with a one-dimensional representation. This we shall denote 
(globally) by 09 such that ogr= Z. Thus we can recognize A as the 
homomorphism associated with 03/~ 1/", where &- t= o9. Recall that from 
condition (iv) only those representations will appear in the sum which have 
a Ko~ = Y[,l~ K:invariant vector. We can now apply Proposition 5.9(ii), 
(iii). We know by Kneser's Strong Approximation Theorem an 
automorphic representation which is 1-dimensional at the places dividing 
(which are noncompact) will be everywhere 1-dimensional. 
Let S now be a finite set of finite places containing v, SD and all 
u~ (k) with [nl~< 1. Assume also that ~,  Zw are unramified for w¢S.  
We shall assume that condition (ii) is satisfied for all finite places not in S. 
We shall also assume that S contains some further places. 
We can therefore rephrase (1) as follows: 
y a,(P) lq (zP , (Ow> 
P weS 
=~ [I (X~,w, qOw), (2) 
co w~S 
where V is summed over those automorphic representations with central 
character ~, with ~'~- (~)w Vo(o9w#w- l/n)and with a K*-invariant vector for all 
finite w ~ Z(k ) -  S. The right-hand side is summed over all o9 with o9r= Z 
and 09 is unramified outside S. Note that this is now a fnite sum. 
Next we shall remove those places w ~ SD from (2). To do this we shall 
use Proposition4.5(ii). Thus we choose a compact open subgroup 
K*w c ~ × , D w for each w ~ SD- Let ~w be the function satisfying all our con- 
~0 ditions to date, ~w [ K~,,, = 1 and ~w is supported on Kl,wZw. Let mw be the 
measure of K* 2 ° /2  0 One has that (;~p~, ~)  m w is the number of K* 1,w w~ w" 1,w- 
invariant vectors, thus a positive integer. One can also compute the right- 
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hand side, using Proposition 5.6 since t,X,o~ is, in a neighborhood of 1, a 
constant, since only a finite number of ~w come in question. It follows that 
the left-hand side of (2), divided by I-[~ ~ so m~ is constant for all sufficiently 
small (K*). This means, as the representations Vw(w ~ So) are finite dimen- 
sional, that only a finite number of Vw appear with nonzero coefficients on 
the right-hand side. 
For convenience we make the assumption that for w eSD we have 
Inlw= 1. Then if D(~') denotes 
1~ dim(P~), 
wCSD 
we have now with S'= S -SD,  
~ n(~') D(~7)" 1- [ (Zpw, ~Ow) 
r~ '~, e S '  
=~ H (t,zo~, ~w)- (3) 
co w~S'  
Our next step is to demonstrate hat the sum on the left-hand side of (3) 
can be considered as over a finite number of representation ~', independent 
of (~w). The argument is similar to that used above but instead of the 
dimensions of the ~'~ we shall use the decomposition at I of Z ~ in germs 
[11, Theorem 1.5.1] and the relationship with Whittaker models, First, we 
shall show that the number of terms which appear for which each Vw has a 
Whittaker model is finite. 
Suppose (Pw is defined as above; then one has 
Let us take N > 0 and suppose that ~'1,..., ~'N are representations such that 
each ~'s,-, has a Whittaker model. We therefore have 
J 
-<EI1 
oJ wES '  
I] (z~,~, Ow) 
W ~ S '  
t,z~w, (Ow). 
By [11, Theorems 1.5_1, 1.5.3] for each e>0 there exists a compact open 
subgroup KS, w c Gw so that for Kl*w ~ K* O,w one has for any ew 
[ I  (Z,j,~, 0w) 
wES 
~>(1-e).  [ I  dim Wh(Vs, w, ew)' (t2~o,w, (~w), 
w~S'  
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where f2~0 is defined in [11, 1.5]. Thus we have for sufficiently small 
(KI,~)~ ~ s' that 
does not exceed 
~(~'j) D(~'j)- l~ dim Wh(Vj, w,e~) 
j w~S'  
(1 -z ) - l~  ~I (t ,  Zo, w, Cow)/(£2=o,w, CPw). 
By the definition of D~0 and Proposition 5.6 it is easy to compute the limit 
as Kt, w is reduced to {1 }. It matters only at the moment hat this limit is 
finite and is independent of N. Thus, as ~(Vj), D(~'j) and dim Wh(Vj, w, ew) 
are all positive integers there are at most a finite number of terms which 
contribute. 
Next, let for each w e S' H~ be a standard parabolic subgroup of Gw; let 
M~ be the standard Levi component of He. For each w ~ S' let r w be the 
associated Jacquet functor from admissible representation f G~ to those of 
Mw- Note that there are at most finitely many choices of (Mw). Let 
w~S' 
be the representation f @ w ~ s, 3~tw (the product being taken as usual over 
C[/~,(k)]. By Theorem 4.4 we have from (3), 
[[ (Zro<Pw , w) 
W ~ S '  
[[ 
OJ wES '  
where ~w now will be a function satisfying the same conditions as the 
previous q3 w but now on )14 w in place of Gw and r~ on a class function 
describes the process of Theorem 4.4 applied to this function. Moreover Ogw 
is to be taken as a representation f Mw, and t is to be restricted to Mw. 
The argument above show that 
n( V)- D(~') I71 dim Wh(rw(Vw), ew) 
w 
is bounded, where dim Wh(r~(~'~), ew) denotes the dimension of the space 
of Whittaker functionals with respect o a maximal unipotent subgroup, 
which may be trivial. 
Since any irreducible admissible representation V occurs as a sub- 
quotient of a representation induced from cuspidal representation f some 
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standard parabolic subgroup (unique up to associates) and this may be 
recovered as r(V) where r is the Jacquet functor associated with this 
parabolic subgroup. Thus as 
dim Wh(r~(~'w) , ew)~> 1
if r~(17",,) is cuspidal the boundedness of the expression above shows that 
for given (Mw) there are only finitely many of the r(~') which are cuspidal. 
Since there are at most finitely many choices of (M~) this shows finally that 
there are only a finite number of terms on the left-hand side of (3). This 
means that we can reinterpret (3), or rather the equivalent formula on 
(3~f~) as a relationship between locally integrable functions 
~n(V) D(V) I] Z~(P~)=~ ]-I rw(t.Z~)" 
wES' 09 w~S' 
(4) 
We apply this formula in the case that M w = H~ for all w e S'. Since each 09 
appearing is of the form ~-  t for some 05 we see that each representation 
® Vo(~) 
wES ~ 
has to appear on the left-hand side of (4), and that n(~') D(~') = 1 for this 
factor. Thus this term appears on the left-hand side. We shall finally show 
that there are no further terms on the right-hand side of (4). 
We choose S so large that for T= S ' -  {v} one has 
kj =k×k£k~(r T)×, 
where 
k~o=k®oR, kr= I-[ kw, 
wET 
rT~ l~  rw~ 
w~Z(k) (S~zwT) 
rw = ring of integers of kw, 
S~ = set of infinite places of k. 
If a character of k j  is trivial in k ×, kS,  k~ and unramified outside T when 
it is trivial. Using this and the fact that cad hoct~ ~orb ~w,  Zw) separates characters 
we can find q~w for w ~ S', w ¢ V do that 
[[ (t.Z ..... Ow) = 1, o9=o91, 
wuS'  
w~ V=O, o9 ~ o9~, 
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where co n is a fixed quasicharacter on the right-hand side of (4). Applying 
this to the left-hand side of (4) shows that there exist coefficients c(~') so 
that 
rv(t, x~)  = z v0~o~ +Y~ c(~'w) z~w, (5) 
Pw 
where the right-hand side consists of a finite sum; the term Zvo(~o) is deter- 
mined by the same argument as before. 
To this equation we can apply Proposition 5.7. The decomposition series 
of V(chw) contains one factor which is square-integrable (analogous to the 
Steinberg representation) and the character of Vo(oSv) is, up to sign, equal 
to the character of this representation on the elliptic set. Thus 
[Xv0~,~0), ;~v0(~,)] = 1. 
Likewise one has 
[t,  zo~o, t,Z~o] = 1. 
We can, by choosing My appropriately assume that the first term on the 
right is cuspidal and the others are cuspidal or zero. Thus as the characters 
of cuspidal representations are orthonormal we would obtain that the 
norm of the right-hand side of (5) exceeded 1. This is false and hence the 
additional terms on the right-hand side of (5) do not appear. In other 
words we have proved Theorem 6.1. 
We shall conclude this paragraph with some remarks about the method 
used here. Central to our argument is the fact that we could choose r to be 
coprime to n. The technique which is used to construct the metaplectic 
covering used this fact fundamentally and it is actually true that this essen- 
tially yields all the metaplectic overings [12, 17] of a division algebra. If 
one wants to construct an n-hold metaplectic cover of a D~ when D is of 
rank r 2 over k one needs in general that k contains primitive Nth root of 
unity where N/(N, r) = n which represents a considerable restriction. 
The condition that (r, n )= 1 has a further consequence which one should 
note. This is that ~- t = Z implied that X is an nth power; thus if there exists 
an co for which co'=X one has that co is an nth power and that there exists 
o5 on /~, so that cb.t = 09. For this reason we cannot use this method to 
prove the following statement, apparently similar to the conclusion of 
Theorem 6.1 and which would be a consequence of the Conjecture of Sec- 
tion 4. 
Let Z: Z° ~ C × (resp. 7(: 2 ~ C × ) be quasicharacters satisfying ~- t = Z. 
Let c: F× ~ C × be a quasicharacter so that c '=z .  Then there exists a 
representation V°(c) o f  G with central quasicharacter ~ and e(c)= +1 so 
that 
E G¢(mod Z °) 
zeZ,  x=z . t (~)  
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Moreover  
dim Wh(V°(c ) ,  e) - a '  e(c) 
n r~ Z zEH 
Z n= 1 
c(det(z))  A(z) 
which determines e( c ). 
These representat ions wou ld  be analogues of  the cuspidal  theta represen- 
tat ions (Wei l  representat ions)  but  except for rather  special cases their 
existence has not  yet been demonstrated.  
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